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ABSTRACT 
, 
I 
,- --1-
In this thesis, "The Historical Background of Matthew 
--~-·_Arnold's Culture and Anarchy t." I attempt to present his-
- ·-_ · .... __ ,-,-
toP-io-a-1- inforn1at.ion 1ft1hicb i-rill assist tbe reader in u-nd-er- -- ------· 
standing this book and in appreciating its major ideas. 
·' 
The first chapter of the thesis contains a brier sketch of 
the period which produced Culture and fo.narc .. l1_Io This sketch 
focuses upon the major characteristics of the period: the 
I 
widespread changes which vJere occurring, the impact that 
these changes were hav~ng upon popular beliefs and atti-
tudes, and the most prevalent of these attitudes, a type of 
mechanistic materialism with its roots in eigbtee·ntb-century 
rationalism. 
In Chapter Two I -examine the observations Arnold made 
in Culture and Anarchy on religion and economics. ~The pur~ 
p9se of Chapters Two and Three is twofold. First, they 
explain the specific rererences Arnold made; secondly, they 
--
suggest how he linked these references to his hypothesis 
that there was dangerous disunity in the English society • 
. -
Everywhere there was dissension among social classes, 
political parties, and religious groups according· to_ Arnold •. 
This dissension was intensified by a mechanical way of 
'thinking which more and more people were falling victims to 
and which blinded them to anything beyond their own limited 
goals. Because its members were losing sight or ~ore 
general and important goals., society was in grave peril. 
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_ · A~~old called this combination or· narrow individual-
-
·· 1.sm and mechanical thinking· anarchy. Since he sa~, 1 ts 
.:1= 
' ''"" 
e.ffects raost clearly in the pol_i ti cal si tua.tion., the major -· 
por,tion of my the sis, Chapter Three, deals 1,-1i th Arnold' s 
examination of the political.and social ills of his time 
and the remedy he proposes. This remedy is culture, the 
free play or ideas around the stock notions held so rigidly 
by people. My conclusion is that although there may be 
dispute over the justice o~ sorae of Arnold's individual 
criticisms, Culture and ~archy generally presents a pene-
trating.evaluation-of the period and a noteworthy solution 
to many of its major problems. 
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INTRODUCTION -
··o .. 
•.,- . 
- . . ' 
·r~ ___ January, 1869, a volume of' social criticism en-
titled Cultur-e and --Anarchy was published _ in England. Th-e 
book -c~as composed of s.ix essays., which bad been previously 
. _/ 
printed in the Cornhill Magazine between May9 1867, and 
September, 1868 9 and st1b·sequently slightly revised, and a 
preface and conclusion 1r1ri·cten especially for this publi-
1 
cationo As the production of Matthew Arnold, prominent 
man or letters, poet, essayist, educator, and lately social 
critic, it would have received substantial attention what-
- ·ever its content; as it was, a brilliantly satirical at-
· tack upon many aspects of a highly sensitive society, it 
produced far wider interest and controversy. Hardly a 
. 
contempo1")ary periodical ··neglected to comment upon Arnold'· s 
1 
~. publication, and few of the comments were excessively 
laudatory. Arnold was, for example, scornfully styled a 
2 3 ·-
' prophet or culture' and an 'elegant Jeremiah' as well 
as a number of' other., less appealing things; he was_ :be-
rated for all manner-of offenses, tbe most frequently re-
iterated of which was the distortion of facts in order to 
ere ate, as the Morning S-tar in an unsigned article sug-
. gested, 'opportunities for the exhibition or a very -small~-
' . 
"~ 4 sneering, and unworthy style of criticismo 1 ----~-
Thu-s., like most social criticism, Culture and Anarcbz 
' 
- is deeply r.ooted in the times in which and about which it 
was written. 
. ... 
~, 
Like all-- -enduring soci_al cri tioism, the book 
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~ .. bas more universal application; therefore, one finds _it 
still talked of and considered today. Joseph Wood Krutch• 
~ :. ·\ 
for example, in a recent article in the sa-tu~~'Y Review 
- _ finds- himself'_ "thinking, in -~~i]__ old-fashioned ivay 9 about 
Matthe-v,~-Arnold ts classification of bis contemporaries.? n in 
5 
/ considering modern social trendso Indeed, does not Cul-
·:.:,. 
. 
-,S· 
ture and An~rchy concern itself with many speci.fic problems, 
like the pligh~_ of the individual and the function 0£ 
govermnent in an increasingly technological era, .. which are 
of pressing urgency today? 
Nevertheless, the book was intended to deal with 
peculiarly nineteenth-century, English problems. To 1 under-
stand more fully its historical and universal significance 
., 
the reader needs some knowledge of Victorian England. This 
paper will attempt to provide such knowledge, to indicate 
bow Culture and An~rohy grew out of its times. 
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' . • !< Chapter I 
General Delineation of' the Peri,od 
• 
Confronting a period as long and as variegated as the 
-v1ctorian,- one quickly discovers the many dangers attendant 
upon historical generalization. This period sai,-i so much 
·-.diversified activity performed by so many people that it · 
provided a fertile ground for the blossoming of critical 
dispute even as . it:- passed, and the differences of opinion 
that have EJeparated the various twen~~tb-cent.~=£.Y commen-
':0::':--~ 
'., 
tators on the age are readily evident from the most cursory 
. -
.. 
r . 
__ ,examination of their work. Lytton Strachey, for example, & 
. ' 
although be, certainly initiated some necessary changes of 
perspective with bis unique mixture of skepticism and 
ironic detachment, stands at the beginni~g of a long line 
or critics devoted to the debunking of Victorian person-
ages, orten, un~ortunately, with a notable lack of justice. 
On the other hand, many critics, profiting by Strachey 1 s 
example, have attempted rather to arrive at a valid defi-
) . l 
nition of the term Victorianism. The confusion and error 
.. 
which can result from the adoption~of a distorted pers.pec-
tive of the period need hardly be adumbrated. 
Nevertheless, there is an equally troublesome danger 
in rejecting any attempt at classification or generaliza-
tion. How should one come to any conclusions at all about 
the period if be refuses to articulate some generali~ed 
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-impressions of 1 t? -· This paper will attempt to pass between 
the horns of this dilennna by relying upon the facts and 
-
ra~tually substantiated trends upon which most critics 
-
--
-
_ agree.,__l,lbatever construction they place upon them; partic-
ular emphas~s will of course be given to the reatures of 
the times wbicb have relevance to Culture and Anarchy. 
Thus, the stress here is not so much on evaluation as on 
delineation. 
More than any other time in English history, the Vic-
torian period is notable for change. Remarks E. D. H. 
Johnson, "Victoria's long ~le (1837-1901) · saw more revo-
lutionary changes in the habits of mind and ways of life 
of her people than any comparable period in the history of 
. 2 
nations." These changes occur everywhere, and they are 
profound; philosophy·, science, religion, economics, poli-
tics--no area of human involvement escapes them. And since 
Culture and An,arcby stands squarely in the midst of this 
flux, our examination must begin here. 
Any attempt to trace these·cbanges to a single source 
_, 
or to determine which events were most influential presents 
considerable difficulty because of the complexity of the 
history of the period; even the separation of_ the various. 
·trends for individual analysis is no easy task because of 
their interweaving. The most logical place to begin is 
with_ the main paths through wbic·b the thought of the time 
.flowe.d, since tbese $~t~-·tbe pattern for and reflect them-
l .... _ 
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selves in all otber areas. While~there is obvious com-
plexity in the underlying philosophical orientation of the 
age, it can -be seen to res_olve itself into ~GrJo or three 
major currents, a brief analysis of which will suff'ice :ro.r __ _ 
the purposes of this paper. 
Throughout most of the nineteenth century one dis-
. covers the persistence of tbe rationalist tradition of the 
eighteenth century. In essence this tradition maintains a 
the rather narrow Newtonian view of reality.· The world, 
and, indeed, the universe 9 is a species of mechanism the 
operation.of which is governed by immutable laws. These 
laws are accessible to the human intelligence, just as they 
have been throughout all history, and when man discovers 
them and conforms his activities to them, he has the ca~ 
pacity for perreotibility. It must be observed that ~s the 
century progresses, this tradition is of necessity modified 
in various ways. .The repeated successes of empirical sci-
ence, ror example, cause the emphasis to shift somewhat 
r toward a more materialistic orjnaturalistic belief that .. ' 
everything that .e~_ists is resolvable _or reducible ult 
mately into matter. Yet while certain elements may cha 
the emphasis upon a belier in a universe which is perma-
nently ordered by a set of rules and which is separated by 
a great gap ·from any divine being remains and underlies 
I 3 much or the popular thinking of the periodo 
' J 
-- Early in the nineteenth century this tradition was 
. . 
·t--·' 
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- - ' strongly opposed by a new ideological posit~on popularized 
by several literary men., most notably· Col_<?_rid_g_e and Car-
--~-1.y.le. They acqu·1-r-e-a--i-b-eir principal ideas, al thou-gh-often ___ _ 
., 
---
in a distorted form, from the Germans, Kant and the post-
"Kantian idealism o:f Fichte, Schilling, and Hegel, and from --~~. __ , 
the literary productions of men-like Goethe and Schiller. 
An extensive discussion of this philosophical develop-
ment, generally called idealism, is neither necessary nor 
germane at this point. Where it manirests itself specifi-
cally in otber·areas, like religion or politics, it will be 
cormnented upon. Its salient elements are easil.y enumerated. 
Its views of the world, or the cosmos, and o~ the supreme 
, 
being qr force which controls all are diametrically opposed 
to those of rationalism. History is viewed as a developing 
continuity, an organic process, not merely as a series or 
Q 
isolated and vaguely related events. The world is not 
.. . t 
governed oy· changeless rules; the very existence of such 
eternal rules is doubtful. The emphasis is increasingly 
upon the individual as be perceives the rules which seem to 
govern existence rather than upon the rules themselves •. 
God, or the .supreme force, is not remote from this world, 
· but actually present within it, immanent and transcendent. 
~. 
Indeed, some writers, Carlyle, for example, in Hegelian 
fashion regard material, palpable reality as the cloak or 
veil for a spirit which can be seen beneath. As a result 
material reality becomes not me.rely an aggregatic;,n of 
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\ isolated and essentially unrelated objects, !>ut rather a -
/ kind of unity joined by the spirit beneatb. 4 
.. 
It must be remarked that these summaries represent the 
;J -t . 
----· ---·--.J<~~-~----.. 
-widest of generaliz~tions; certainly there were all manner 
~ of complex variations which would require inclusion if 
one's intention were to· present a complete analysis o~ the 
philosophical beliefs of the time. It should also be noted / 
I 
. . 
that when tbe elements of ~bese philosophical positions ,· 
were popularly accepted, tbey were not regarded as philos-
ophy. Rather they filtered down from their conceivers as ('' 
popular attitudes, beliefs deeply imbedded in the psychology 
of the times. • .. Not only were these seldom related to ab-
stract philosophical systems by their ultimate possess0.rs~. ' / 
' 
. ~ 
but they were scarcely ever consciously an8lyze~; they 
hardened into a way of thought. Nevertheless, there can 
' be little-dispute that these two basic philosophies lie 
beneath most of the significant developments of the age, 
and an understanding of tbeir·rundamental con~lict is a 
necessity for an accurate grasp of the age. 
Their opposition, for instance, underlies a major por-
tion or the unrest, skepticism, disbelier, and disillusion 
which become increasingly evident after the middle of the 
cent~cy·. Yet, as is common with ideological progressions, 
the e~ergence of one hardly ·cerminated the course of the-·_ 
other. They existed side by aid~, interacting.upon one 
another; often such a juxtaposition was quite comprehensible 
.- --·- _ _,___ 
' . 
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because t~ey were almost congruent on a number of points.~ 
--
Carlyle's fulminations on the necessity of work, ar~, to 
-giv.e one ex~ple-,- per.factly consistent with the rational-
--~---
• 
- - A 
!7'v· 
:tst1c way of thought. Thus, ___ !ri __ the th·irty years preceding v 
the appearance of Culture and Anarchy a s_igni.fican_t _____ dua+i.t1,--'--------
is,- widely evident. Men may be seen to be- living by the 
dicta of a rationalism which is rapidly becoming intel-
lectually,outmoded or more materialistically oriented and 
simultaneously to be under the inf'luence of the waning 
idealism.5 
The startling~ehanges taking place in science illus-
-trate ~d parallel the philosophical currents in addition 
!, 
to influencing them. At the very .beginning o~ the nine-
teenth century Sir Humphrey Davy, a well known popularize:r 
. . 
of soientiric investigation, appears almost as a ~bol of 
the reorientation that theories of science were undergoing. 
~ 
His ''Discourse Introductory ·to a Course of Lectures in 
Chemistry," delivered at the Royal Institution in 1802, 
_, 
evidences many elements of eighteenth-century rationalism, 
but these are tempered by -~ stronger emphasis on experi-
mentation and by a growing realization that tbe universe is 
not quite so simple and predictable as Newton had believed. 
6 Thus, changes ~,ere occurring in theoretical science. 
The changes resulting from applied science also must 
not be overlooked. Davy himself invented a sarety lamp for :. 
coal Il\ines and conducted various exp~riments into the ef-
4 
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tects or inhalation of gases. Michael Faraday's disc·overies 
. . 
. 'i 
on electrolysis and electromagnetic induction were utilized 
by James Prescott Joule in his work on electromagnetic 
_motors. The -rapid spread of the telegraph for cornmunicat·ion 
-.... -
and of electricity for power and subsequently for lighting 
as well as the- innumerable improvements in industry were 
largely the result of scientific investigation. 
7 -
. 
There were, of course, various popular rea~tions to 
this burgeoning of science. Those who were intimately con-
nected with it or with its results, industrial magnates for 
instance, realized its benefits and strove to accelerate it. 
Some were indif'ferent to it all because unaware of the 
. ' 
improvements in industry ,and in the standard of living that 
it was effecting. Some even were hostile ·to science be-
.b-
cause tbey felt it a rather vulgar and ungentlemanly dis-
cipline which was destroying the traditional, beautiful 
social rabric. Whatever the popular feeling toward it, 
however, there can be little doubt that science was pro-
~oundly changing the tenor of the civilization. 
The beliefs as well as the living standards of people 
were being afrected by scientific advances, particularly 
-in geology and biology. In the years 1830-33, Sir Charles 
Lyel.l, a prominent bqtanist, published the Principles of 
Geology in which be attempted to present proof against the 
generally held belief in sudden creation of the universe · 
· and to demonst~a-te that the .features of the- earth's sur:race \ 
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could be explained only by a theory which posit.ad a series 
of slow upheavals over a long period of timeo In effect, 
be was placing himself in opposition to the Biblical story--
as it was then interpreted--or creation. Assertions sim1~ .~ 
lar to Lyell's bad been made earlier in the century by 
Lam~rck among others·, and at this time caused little con-
troversyo The same cannot be said for Robert Chambers' 
Vestiges of' the Natural History o:f Creation, published in 
18440 As did Herbert Spencer in a number of contempQrary 
l publications., Chambers attacked the traditional beliefs in 
the creation of the earth in seven days and in the special 
c·reation of' man. He brought together impressive evidence 
which pointed toward an evolutionary development of orga-
nisms during earlier phases in the earth's history. Crit-
icism of such an evolutionary hypothesis so obviously con-
tradicting tbe Bible was widespread and intense, and it 
grew stronger as the theory gained adherents. Thus, 
Charles Darwin's publication in 1859 of The Origin of the 
Species EX Natural Sele~tion, i~ which the evolutionary 
hypothesis was rigor'ously asserted., was hardly .a conjecture 
in a vacuum, but rather the culminatio·n of the e.fforts of 
many thinkers. Its particular importance-goes far·beyond 
mere enunciation of the theory of evolution~ It suggested, 
ror example, a possible method of evolution~ natural selec-
tion; it contended that nature's test is survival in the 
struggle for existence. It attempted to explain evolution 
~ 
··-~ .... , 
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against the backdrop of the historical periods about which 
-geologists had theorir.ed. And most important, its approach 
r 
was eminently rational arid scienti:fic; 1 t provided a large-- -
· mass o.f-eViaence in support of its contentions. 8 
'1 
The imp_act of these scientific activities i-1as great. 
In one way they might be seen to have reinforced the grow-
ing idealism.since they would appear to confirm the belief 
that history is an organic composition moving inexorably in 
a determined direction. Also they seem to indicate that 
nature is governed by rules far more compl(f)X than those-
suggested by rationalism. On the other hand they did ~·te11d 
to confirm a belief in rules and laws as supplying an 
answer for every problem. In addition, they added im-
me.asurably to the growing materialism of the age by imply-
ing that all reality can be understood in terms of matter 
alone. Regardless of their exact effects on popular at-
titudes, scientific discoveries·certainly contributed sub-
stantially to the atmosphere of ~hange. 
I One of the chief areas in which the effects of all 
these changes were being felt was obviously religion. In 
order to understand these effects and the discussion of 
religion in Culture and Anarchy, one must be familiar with 
the religious sects of the period and their relationships. 
At tbe beginning or the Victorian period tbe majority of 
English believers fell roughly into two main groups: the 
a 
-
· members of' the.¢>Churcb of England and the Nonconf'ormists or·:_J . 
• . .J., C. 
t ... 
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Dissenters; there were, of course, ot~er groups like the 
. 
Roman Catholics and the Jews., but wi tb fe~r exceptions these 
Q 
I 
did not figure prominently in the religious picture. 
_____ _Within eac·h · of these two groups there was a vari-ety· 
. --· 
-----
of widely separated factions. The Anglican~hurch was com-
prised principally of the High Churchmen, the liberals, 
and the Evan,gelicals. The High Churchmen, or tbe old 
I Orthod~x, were a minority within the church. Doctrinally 
they accepted the episcopacy and the prayer book as pro-
viding a middle way between Protestantism and Romanism. 
They.adhered generally to the Anglican tradition as it was 
formed and handed down through the· centuries and were 
"suspicious of enthusiasm and distrustful of novelties, 
10 both in f~itb and in practice." Politically they were 
conservative. Most of their bishops bad been selected by 
a long line of Tory prime ministers.. They objected to the 
separation of church and state. Many ___ were even Erastian;~ 
,.-
that is, they believed that the Church should be under 
state control. Some small·portion of them had a rational 
basis ror the acceptance or their religious beliefs. Un-
fortunately a fair number of them without much evaluation 
accepted their religion.as they accepted,and became part 
' 
0f· the whole establishment: because it was there and it 
was traditional. 
The liberals, the second imp0ortant group wf-thin the 
~ 
estall:tshed church, were also small numerically. The ---
. 1 
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clergymen espousing their views were called broad-churchmen. 
,I 
These views were generally similar to those of the High 
Church party though they -v1ere soraewbat more extreme. For 
· ex8.l1'lple, many were more Erastian ___ than the orthodox group, ---- - -- --"----=-----~·-- "" 
\_ 
-
conceiving of the church as a species-pf cement which holds 
_. society together. At the beginning o:f the century they 
., .. 
were neither inrluential nor well oriented doctrinally. 
Although they were never a large group numerically, the 
liberals'did become more influential as the Victorian 
period passed. Their principal concern was the movement 
for social and economic equality. As time passed some of 
the liberals turned their attention increasingly to the 
analytic examination of church doctrine and were among the 
leaders in the use of the German methods of Biblical crit-
11 
icism. 
The third major group within the Anglican Church dur-
~ 
I 
1ng the Victorian period was the Evangelicals. Although 
they had probably reached the peak of their power before 
··t 
Victoria came to the throne and tended to become a leas 
energetic portion of the establishment as time passed, their 
influence continued to be notable and sometimes beneficial. 
-. . -t ·- ··- -
At their most ~ctive the Evangelical clergymen stimulated 
the clergy of the entire church to a greater responsiveness 
to their duties; in addition, they had some success in 
reaching and reforming portions of the aristocracy and the 
lower classes alike. Like the liberals they also concerned 
I. 
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- themselves with social reform. 
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The origin of Evangelicalism may be traced to the 
activities of John Wesley in the eighteenth century. H
is 
-
- ·- ,-- .. -·-·----. 
----- -
"-.; 
- follol-.rers truere not very interested in theology. They 
main-
tained only a few basic beliefs, which· significantly
 were 
tinged strongly with Calvinism in spite of opposition o
f 
some of the E~angelicals themselves to this element. Among 
~ 
their doctrines were the belief in the Bible as the di-
. 
rectly inspired word of God, the·~, sane tifying power of th
e 
I 
Holy Spirit, the efricacy of Christ's atonement, the co
r-
,F 
ruptioncof human nature, and the et~rnal damnation in h
ell 
of all who abandon the path of righteousness. But the 
stress ~as defi~itely placed upon~action, upon the nece
s-
1 
sit·y of living the good life-; thus, few at~empts. were
 made 
-to formulate a ~stematic and rationally constructed 
·12 
theology. 
The Noncomformist or Dissenting groups were the other· 
ma.jor religious divis).on of the time. These included Bap-
tists, Methodists, Congregationalists, Presbyterians, 
Quakers, Unitarians, and several others of lesser impor-
tance, all of whom were separated from each other and fr
om 
,' 
the established church by a variety of doctrinal differ
-
ences. They did share some common features: they were 
generally strongly Protestant, that is, strongly oppose
d 
to·Romisb influence or tendencies, congregationalist in
 
-
. 
-organization, and individualistie in temperament. S1gn1f
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-~ ·1cantly the Noncomformists were similar to the Evangelicals 
in several ways (Indee_d, in the case of the 1-1:ethodist sect 
such similarities are ha-rd-ly- to be wondered at since John 
.. 
Wesley ,~a.s also its founder.): both t~1ere host:fle to- the 
•.:..: 
Church or Rome; both had more than a tinge of Calvinism in 
their beliefs; both subordinated doctrine to action; and as 
the period progressed-, both agitated :for social and eco-
13 
nomic reform. 
It was in this religious arrangement that changes oc-
curred throughout the century. Parliamentary action was 
the cause of some of these changes. One such action granted 
more freedom to men1bers of churches other than the Church 
of England; in 1828, Parliament passed a resolution in ravor 
... 
of the repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts which had ~ 
made attendance at the Anglican communion service and the 
reception of the sacrament a prerequisite ·for the holding 
14 
of any public office. · Similar halting attempts to grant 
more religious freedom were made sporadically throughout 
the· century-as were attempts to improve the condition of 
the Church of England by the elimination of such clerical 
15 
abuses as absentee bishoprics •. 
A change which signifies a far more important condi-
tion for our investigation is that which was occurring in 
both liberal and tractarian circles. As was previously 
indicated, the liberals were in the intellectual vanguard 
of the Anglican·Cburcb.- They were preeminently accessible 
. ' 
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t· 
to nev· ideas and new criti·cal· ·approaches~ and occasionally 
- '"'l.', these led them far from the orthodox position. An opposing '\\. 
- movement began at Oxford .in-1833., guided by men of' the 
_J_ caTiber o.f John Henry Newman, \villiam George vJard., John . ,'" 
·----- .. _ .... 
------ - --
-
~, 
Keble, and Richard Hurrell Froude. Frightened by what 
considered to be the excesses of the liberals, such as 
examination of the Bible using modern German methods which 
they 
the 
-led some to question even the historicity of Christ, these 
men began a rigorous examination of the theology of' the 
Church of England with the intention of demonstrating that 
it represented the true traditional link with the early 
Christian church; they published .their arguments in the form 
of' tracts., hence the -name 11 tractarians"; but the more com-
mon designation for this group is, or course, the Oxford 
Movement. ~--The significance of both the liberal and the 
tractarian efforts was their revalua-tion of traditional 
religious notions in tbe hope of placing· them on a con-
16 sistent rational basis. However, wi b the exception of 
the liberals and the tractarians there w little effort 
expended to found religious beliefs on such a basis. 
Furthermore, that same science which was abetting, the 
industrialism--and in~eed the industrialism itself--was by 
degrees undercutting the religion as 1 t changed 1 t. In- · 
dustrial and material success hardly provided total satis-
faction for the restless human spirit; yet as man turned 
- ~ toward religion for consolation in the fae-e of this garish, 
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·mechanized society, °'he· found that scienti:ric dis·coveries 
-
were extending a pall of doubt and uncertainty over the 
-. ---=- --religious beliefs he thought he held so deep_ly. How was 
., 
be, for exarn:ple,. to reconcile the theqry of evol:ution with ~ 
the Biblical account of creation? How ironic it see.med 
that a science which could so extensively undermine his 
religious beliefs could of'fer in their stead only a picture 
of humanity I s evolving continually toward a to·tally mate~ 
rialistic eternity of discontent and disillusion.· 
In additio~, a method of Biblical ,analysis whic.b came 
chierly from Germany and purported to use the accurate 
techniques -of science was proving equally injurious to 
traditional beliefs. The liberals were particularly at-
-tPacte~ to this method, and by its use some of them cast 
doubts on such apparently fundamental elements as the 
"reality of miracles, the authenticity of some of' the books 
of the Old Testament, and the historicity of Christ. 17 
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These distu~bances came upon a people which as a whole 
did not have an adequate intellectual support for its 
religious convictions. The exclusive reliance on the Bible 
'it. 
led to a complete inability to cope with arguments which 
questioned the book's authenticity or accuracy; hence., as. 
a time of particular need turned people toward their re-
ligion, the latter seemed incapable of relieving them. 
The result was as obvious as it was inevitabi~~ There was 
a marked.increase in ·tbe insularity-or provinciality of 
t ' .. 
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the _populace. - They 
minds to any' notions 
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mor.e to close their 
easy reconciliation 
with th e·ir cherisbe·d belief's and to confront these notions-- --
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with growing hostility; yet beneath the defenses i.ze-Pe i-n- ·· 
creasing doubt and hiddet fear. Walter E. Houghton's com-
ments on this situation are worthy of note here: 
'' 
,- ... 
Lastly, there is the frightened reaction which 
was bound to. accompany the outburst of radical 
thinkingo When the foundations of religious and 
political life were being shaken by new ideas, and 
Church and state seemed orten in peril 9 the average 
citizen turned antic=intellectual out-; of sheer panic. ·-.~ -
Thought was plainly a dangerous thing-~unless it· 
were focused on purely practical concernso o o o 
There was also the other side of the same coin, 
}the pressure of public opinion o o o Was there ever 
another age where the case against speculation was 
__ so strong? At one and tbe sarae time!) the thinker 
was tbreat;ened. bot;b by the fear of wl1at be might 
do to society and the fear of what society might 
do to himo Nor tr-Jas that allo In addition he \fas / 
threatened by personal distress in a period when 
thinking led straight to the perpl.exities and 
depressions of doubt, a threat wb1ch motivated ••• 
a will to believe strong enough to check or suppress 
the critical spirito To save your country 9 to save 
your career, to save your peace of mind were i§e 
irresistible appeals of anti-intellectualism. 
,,,,. •·~ r•~ 
The politico-economic theories of the period and their 
implementation l:ikewise evidenced the influence of science, 
. 
the presen£ce of conflicti.ng philosophical currents, and the 
prevalence of change. Any survey ot the economic develop-
ments or the early Victorian period must begin with Jeremy 
Bentham (1748-1832). Clearly his death coincided with the 
beginning of the period, but his Weltanscbauung was a por-
tion of the legacy which rationalism bequeathed to the 
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Victorian era. Central .to bis social., economic, and po-
litical writings., and to this survey, is his principle of 
utili.ty: actions tending toward· pleasure are nece·s·sarily 
-- ---- ---- ~· 
good; actions tending toi-rard pain are necessarily·-b·ad. -
Having arrived at this principle from observations made on 
r-~ ~ ,- - ~ 
·- . 
the individual level, Bentham applied it to national ac-
--- -- tions.and concluded that national good is that which pro-
duces the greatest good for the greatest number. His view .. 
of society was individualistic or atomistic; be reprehended 
... 
•. 
.,· . 
-
governmental interference· in the afrairs, particularly the 
. 
economic ones, of men. Everybody's acting for his own in-
dividual good, Bentham contended, would automatically pro-
/ 
duce the greatest national good. As we shall see, this 
idea is much more elaborately developed by Adam Smith. A 
~ 
- -- ----·-- -··· - ... . ~ 
more extensive presentation of bis ideology is unnecessa·ry 
here; although it would give a more accurate indication or 
·its complexity, it wo.uld in. n.o.J"1ay render it less vulnerable 
. 19 
- to criticism by a systematic thinker. As one of Bentham's 
,f,,,. ~ •: 
modern critics has remarked--quite significantly in the 
light of the influence\Arnold suggests he had on popular 
thinking: nBentbam~w~s \nterested, not in the problems of 
1-- I 
life, ,but in the mechanism of living; his reforms were a 
\. 20 
series of political gadgets." In some ways this judgment 
._. may be unjustly severe; certainly Bentham1 s legal and pe.nal 
reforms were of considerable. importance. Nevertheless, the · 
·statement emphasizes the same weakneBs in B~ntbam's writings 
·-------~-------- --
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.. _. which Arnold pointed to: bis system lacked broadness of·. 
scope and fluidity of -application because or hl'is limita-
tions as a theorist. 
- Three more authors, whose works all came be.fore the -
. ---
---- ------ - --- - -· -----~---- -
beginning of the 1Jictorian pe·riod., must be mentioned if an 
adequate understanding of the poli tico-econo1nic thinking of 
' 
much of the country about which Arnold wrote is to be ar-
rived at; these are Adam Smith, Thomas Robert Malthus, and 
David Ricardo. Smith's major contribution was the vJealtb 
of Nations (1776)0 
-----
Written out of a rationalistic tra-
-. ' 
r 
dition, the book is based on a belief that there are cer-
tain ineluctable laws operative in nature which control 
various human activities, two of which are economic pro-
·• 
·- -----·- ~-.J 
[ .. 
... . ' 
ductivity and trade. Smith was- strongly opposed to mer-
cantilist restrictions on these activities. He .favored 
··· free trade, :free competition, and economic individualism, -
·'. J 
and although his championing o:f these causes was certainly 
, 
not without a modicum of moderation and common sense sym-
pathy with bis fellow man, bis contribution to the growing 
strength of the individualistic rationalistic tradition 
~--Can hardly be denied. 
Thomas Robelt Mal thus I Essa,: .Q!! the PPinoiple of Popu-
--. 
· lation -( t>irs_t edition, 17,98; second edition, ·1803) con·tends 
quite simply that whereas the production of food increases 
in arithmetical progre~sion, the population increases in 
. geometric~l prog~ession, unless it is impeded by such 
, 
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-c--n~~1l~.al causes as famine, disease, war, or crime. Thus, 
___ any effort, whether it be gove~nment legislation or private . 
... _, . 
,is ... -- -
--
- --- --- --- benevolence, to improve the lot of_the poor masses, rather 
than achieving the desired effect, adds to their number-s, 
.---~---,.~--~---- ---- ---- ---
·, 
" 
~- - ~------- -
- ~~ ----
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·' \ 
~owers their 1rJage level; and intens-ifies their raisery. The 
only-hope for the poor is the highly unlikely one of birth 
21 
control through moral restraint. 
David Ricardo applied Malthus' ideas to the science of 
Adam Smith in The Principles of Political Economy and Tax-
~ 
a_tian ( 1817). -. He contended that an inevitable antagonism 
has been set up by nature between land owners, industrial-
., 
ists, and wage earners. One of bis principal points is 
tha·t tbe ttwage fund," the amount of weal th to be divided 
among tne workers, is a fix~d sum which cannot be altered 
by legislation or collective bargaining without consequences 
. 
harmful to all. Thus, be concluded that there is no way, .:to 
... ~• t'· 
0 -. 
help the poor by positive legi·slation, and al though he was 
.. responsible for,_ the repeal of some laws which bad been in-
. jurious to the poor, he refused to work for any positiva 
---·-··- ---·- - ---- -- · -- --- -·- -- -----·---
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legislative aid for them. 
·In spite of the opposition of many prominent men of 
the nineteenth century., the ideas given currency by these 
-- _ __..----·· 
writers retained their force far into tbe Victorian_ period. 
On the very eve of the period, for example, in 1834, there 
'- :·_"-~was tb~ passage by parliament of the Poor Law which was 
-- -"Qased -upon the -belief' that· tbe-po·or .lack- b~cause of their 
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own indolence, and pam.p~~1~g them will not_produce any 
.lasting improvement of their condition. 23 The notion that 
. --~-- -
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.· leg_islatio·n cannot be employed to better the __ J-rorkers 1 state - -----
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---------~--=-""'--=de_rl~~s much __ Q_f the _2_ppq__~ition__ to_ ~a-~~iamentary attempts 
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to interfere in industry. Nev~rtheleas, a feeling that the 
state has a responsibility toward its citizens was growing 
,-even in the face of this -opposition, as v1itness the factory 
legislation passed in ~he thirties and forties in an effort -· 
-
I 
', .• I 
to hu~~ize the conditions of induitrial labor. 24 
One salient reason for the pertinacity of this ra-
tionalistic position which stressed individual initiative ) 
and opposed governmental interference in the lives o~ lts 
t 
' -
citizens was its espousal by the emerging middle class. 
Looking around for an ideological framework to explain a 
triumphal ascendance which had been accomplished by their, 
unflagging industry, the members of this class d.iscovered 
· ---· ·a ready-made intellectual tradition. Certain immutable laws 
inhere in the natural order of things; the middle class had 
succeeded by cooperating with these laws. Such an analysis 
w~s quite comforting since it not only accounted for the 
/ rise of' the middle class and promised: .·prosperity to it, but 
1 t relieved the bourgeoisie of any feelings of' guilt for 
/ 
t.heir refusal to assist the impoverished. Who would be so 
25 
foolhardy as to resist the operation of a natural law? 
'-,-:.._~~. A-/~ 
These theories must~have appeared to have been justi-
·fied by the contemporary industrial growth. Commercial · •_;. r·._:. ~-~•i'· :\~;~-. :/ f7~{' 
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towns, for example, were increasing in size and population 'i 
. 
by enormous rates. Exact figures are difficult to obtain, 
of'---course, because-- of the inaccuracy of their compilation, 
.y __ .-:-
----but betv1een 1760 and 1881 the growth of some of tbe iarger-·~---~ 
~ 
industrial cities proceeded along these-lines: Liverpool 
increased from around 40,000 to 552,425; Manchester from 
around 40,000 to 393,676; Leeds from around 30,000 to 
26 309,126. . To further illustrate .this growth here are 
figures of a much shorter time span, from 1801 to 1831: 
Liverpool increased from 82;000 to 202,000; Manchester rrom 
\ 
, 27 
~ 95,000 to 238,000; and Leeds from 53,000 to 123,000. It 
r 
~ .,.- ~ . 
must also be borne in mind that these increases occurred 
· in towns where expansion was very limited prior to in-
dustrialization.· 
Simil-~ly monumental changes can be noted in the meth-
. ods · and results of production. Industry was finding a 
.great variety of uses for coai,----ror example; thus, in 1819, 
the total output of coal in England was slightly over 
' 
10,000,000 tons; by 1850, total output was estimated at 0 
28 
49,000,000 tons. The growth.of the co~ton industry pro-
vides further illustration. of this expansion. In 1806, 
the first steam loom was constructed and put into operation.-
, By ·;l~.35, there wer.e approximately 85,000 of these looms in 
England and 156 000 in Scotlana. 29 In 1830, the first rail-
road line designed to carry passengers in England was in-
,augur_ated betwe~n .Liver{)ool and Manchester, a distance o,f 
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thirty !Jliles.· At this time the extent o:f railroad track .. 
- used by steam ·engines in Great Britain did not much exceed .. , 
one hundred miles. In 185.5_, __ -t;be.re were over 8,000 miles of 
~ra-ck in the Uni-ted--Kingdom, and tbis---d-istance v1as doubled-~--::_ ----_-- -~ 
- 30 
-
0 
within the next twenty years.· These·statistics indicate 
an industrial increase of startling magnitude. 
fl. 
or course, industry did not manifest an unbroken pro-
gression of expansion and improvement in the years prior to 
the w'ri ting of Culture and Anarchy. There was a period of 
... 
booming development from 1833 to 1836; then came a trouble-
some reverse which earned the early years of the fourth 
decade the title or "the hungry forties." This was suc-
ceeded by a strong resurgence lasting f'rom 1846 to ap-
proximately 1872, called by one commentator "the Go~den Age 
- 31 , 
of British Capitalism." However, the impoveri:shed enjoyed 
few of the fruits of such a golden age. Although some lit-
tle amelioration came, the cities continued to be crowded 
and dirty. Wages were ~ar too low and work days too long. 
Protection by the government was more often than not neg-
ligible even as laws were being passed to remove such 
evils. 32 These economic conditions alone would go far to-
, 
~ard explaining the agitation occurring in the political 
- -
arena. 
In politics, as in the other areas of-human involve-
·- • .. 
ment examined above, in spite of protracted periods of 
-
relative stability, the,· prominent characteristies· .. w~~~:reat~ 
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les·sness and change. Tbe most signiricant domestic mani- . ".l_. '. 
' . festation of this atmosphere of change was the emergence -
of the middle and lower classes to political power. Since~ 
tb-e -proo es s -_by---wtric·h- -tb i_s came · a"Q out-.:·-±s-:---rele·van-t-t-o---a _-study 
of the background of Culture and Anarchy, a brief review 
of it is in order here. 
: __ , j ·In 1830., England bad two major political parties, _the 
Tories and the Whigs. Although the rormer were of several 
types, they all shared some common features. The large 
majority of them were of older, noble families., though 
their ranks were not closed to members of the middle class. 
They favored a strong central government, monarchical in 
constitution, and a church which was subordinated to it 
and which provided a moral basi·s for it. Although again 
there were some exceptions, they usually harbored suspi-
cions of reforms of all sorts. Society they regarded as a 
-
~ 
hierarchical structure in which the roundation stone was 
not th,e possibility of' the equality of rights or duties but 
•....-...J 
the obli-gation which all men shared to work in the station 
assigned to them by birth. Th~r~ were certainly some en-
\li;gbtened and fo~ard looking individuals among them, but 
in most the desire to protect the status quo had been 
vigorously intensified by·tbe excesses of the ·French Revo-
lution;~ and. their resultant attitude was one in which the 
' 
opposition to reform, to scientifically promoted progress, 
rr·· . . 
and to new. ideas in general was dangerously evident
1
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The Wfligs drew some of' their members -1'rom the landed·· 
aristocracy, -but increasingly they were being joined by 
individuals from the newly weal thy middle clas_s. Certainly 
the 1-Ibig ·party was in a state of transl ti-on, ·out 1tWas 
-- . . - -
.28 
I 
.r--r- 1 
IL-dc.~-____..~-,.------~~--rtsibly coming to re-present a p-osi tion opposed in many ways 
... 
.. :•.·· 
----·---~-- ---
.. 
... ___ _ 
... 
--~· 
to that of the Torie.a. The vJhigs., for ins.,lcance, since many 
were Dissenters, were in favor of separation of church and 
state. They desired a greater freedom for the individual, 
less---1'estricti ve control by the state. Since many vlhigs 
owed their poiitical position to societal change, they were , 
·not so inclined to be tme supporters of the status q_uo that 
the Tories were; however, since some were or the aristo-
.. 
cratic class, and since even those of the middle class, 
once they had received political privilege, were not anx-
. · ious to jeopardize th ei-r secure positions., they did not 
-,~participate in extreme movements .... N_evertheless~, they were. 
more open to new ideas and more willing to apply these to 
their lives than were the Tories. 33 
,,__ 
There were various other political groups --and factions. 
- - ---~ -- - -Several of these, because or certain similarities in their ~ 
methods or goals, were grouped together as liberals or 
,, 
radicals. They agitated strenuously for many changes, most 
of which were aimed at the amelioration of laborers' lives 
and most of which were considered extreme and sometimes per-
nicious\aemands~ Many radicals, ror_example, working out of 
the tradition of Bentham ~ild_ sm·:i. th, _-a-ought .. to remove go·vern-
..,, .. _,,.,...., 
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. ment controls on trade ·and the distribution of goods, be-
lieving that only when natural laws are allowed to operate· 
will the pocfr enjoy _the best conditions p·ossible. Others, 
---1-i-ke the Cbartis ts-,----approacbed the problem of the lower ___ _ 
classes from a different avenue., that of Barliamenta.ry 
legislation. The Chartist movement edged into public view 
about 1838, created considerable furor in the forties., and 
· slowly disappeared from view in the fiftie.s. The Chartists 
demanded universal manhood suffrage, the annual election of 
Parliament, equal elect.o-Pal districts, vote by secret bal-
lot, removal of' property qualifications for members- of 
Parliament, and salaries for members of Parliament so that 
poor men could sit in it. The Cb·artists are significant 
in this survey ror two reasons. First, they illustrate 
'-> 
the type or restless discontent with the existing system 
which was so frequently present in Victori~n politics prior· 
to the publication of Cu.lture and Anarchy. Secondly., at 
the t·1me of' t_h-e greatest strength of the movement., most of 
its goals were considered extreme, if not actually sub-
----------~--- - - -
versi ve, by much of society. Yet by 1885, all but one of 
the Chartist demands had been met to some extent by Parlia-
mentary action. Here, ind~ed, is prima facie evidence ~r. 
t~ profound changes occurring in Victorian politics. 34 ~. r · 
In 1830., the }lhigs came to power in Parliament·. In · 
the years immediately prior to this time some halting at-
tempts at reform had beeri made; a rew, like the repeal of 
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the Corporation and Test Act~, were successful. Reform was 
-- ... _: _____________ ~-- -- .-
' ·· · in the air, a tangible presence·. Growing. pressure was f_el t 
-I , 
J -
- - -------~ ---- ----------·- --
___ in Parliament; the middle class was using the strength of 
-~--~ts newly gained we~~tb in its demand for the franchise, 
----~---~-!la~.c.--irnd· tb·ere-was---a--p-e-r·va-sj:·,,-e-~convi·ct:toh. tha-t -r·eforni at: Parlia-
--
. \ 
. 
.. -. 
.~ 
. ment tias unavoidable. And so it was, as the Re.form Bill or 
--- -
./ 
1832., amply demonstrated. The bill itself' was in the nature 
of' being a co~promise .- It· did not give pre~minant poli ti-
cal power to the middle class, and it totally ignored the 
,, 
laboring class. What it did was to elevate the upper middle 
class to a positi9n ~r approximate equality with the country 
gentry. The lower middle class did .not receive the fran-
chise; its members ultimately joined the working class for 
whom virtual-ly nothing was done since most of its )members 
-
were too ~oor to occupy ~10 houses in demanding further 35 , 
political rerorms. 
' . I The upshot was the firm entrenchment of the middle 
. ' 
,. 
class in the House of Comm.ans. From this resulted the so-
ca_lled Victorian compromi~e based on this tenuous·-"political 
--equilibrium.in which the landed aristocracy and the indus-
trial middle class shared the rule, the laboring cl~ss 
reluctantly and· uncomfortably acquiesced, and all tbr·ee 
. 
classes shared a common distrust of one another. An im-
portant element in _this compromise was the ethos, discussed 
.abo·ve., which· was enveloping society. This ~,as individual-
-·- isti·c., strong1_y marked w1, th ·the stamp of -Cal vinistically i·~ • • 
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tinged Noncon:f ormi ty., and highly competitive. -- According to 
--~------- --- --it society was founded ·upon tbe sanctity of private prop-
-
ertv ti 
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,/ 
.. ana~:· - governmental interference in the individual's 
- _ ~ :=~- · activities ·was best lrept to a minimum. It ,-1as, finally, 
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_ _ __ ___ _ _____ .-_ _de_eply imbued v1i th the rationalistic attitudes of the la_t_e ___ ~~-
---- -- r·-· .. - .. 
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eigbteenth century. 
Accompanying and confirming this ethos was the eco-
nomic development. There were lulls, but economic growth 
.-
l' 
between the thirties and the early seventies was vri thout 
parallel-in English ·history.: Even the conditions of the 
poor showed some inevitable improvement, however small. 
Although seemingly ,inconsistent, a third major element 
·, in the Victorian compromise was a slowly growing belief in 
the necessity of legisla ti_on. An examin·a tion of ,s6me of 
the legislation passed~by Parliament during the early part 
of the Victorian period will provide some insight into the 
changi~g__Ilature or this belief. The reform measures passed 
bard upon tbe Parliamentacy .. ·re.form of 1832 present a curi-
• ous mixture o~ faith in the power of legislation, sympathy 
for oppressed people, and yet a harsh, individualistic 
refus~l to aid the impoverished. In 1833, Parliament pro~ 
vided for the gradual freeing of Negroes over a period of 
years. Yet in 1834., it enacted laws regarding the poor 
which were anythinJ~ but humani tari-an. ~ Until this time a 
. program known as the Speenbam;Land sys tel;ll had been in effect-. 
-This guarante-ed agricultural workers a certain minimum in-
~. 
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~~·: come by supple:menting their wages out of taxes. The enact- · 
f . ·~ . . . ment of the Poor LaW of' 1834 put an end to thls system and 
/; . 
.... 
_compelled every individual to sbift---for --himself or suffer 
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the rather drastic consequences.·· Relief of the needy was 
centralized at London under a connnission vrhich was to cur-
tail sharply all assistance to the poor in their own homes. 
. . Instead the poor ·were to be herded into workhouses where 
they were deliberately subjected to lower standards of liv-
ing. They were segregated on the basis of sex; food and 
beat were kept to a minimum. Thus poverty was treated al-
most as a crime because of a conviction that people are \ 
" 
~olly responsible for their fate. 36 
Yet the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846 illustrate.a 
the growing conviction that the government h~s a respQnsi-
I 
bility toward the material welfare of all its citizens. 
The Corn Laws were measures designed to protect the English 
farmers against losses due to imported grain by the im--
. -~ ' - .. 
position upon such imports of a fee which varied according 
I • 
to the disparity between the prices of foreign and domestic 
grain and which always placed English produce in an ad-
. 
vant~geous position. Needless to say, farmers were quite 
opposed to the repeal, but employers and laborers were 
.... 
--.- convinced that the repeal would benefit both their causes, 
37 
. and they managed to ef:fect it •. 
The ractory legislation which was passed throughout 
--"', -· -----~- · ~----------·-.;·tbe thirties and f'orties esp_ecially but which continued -
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sporadically during later years is ·most ind·icative of the 
· di·rection in which the legislative process was tending. 
.. ,., ' 
t t - "'- •• 
- . - - ---- --~ -- -
The 
factory legislation was aimed at the regularization and-----------.- -
amalioration of the conditions -in wbi·c_h- _industrial employees __ 
- -- --------·~- .. -·- -·=··n - . J 
...... , ~ 
' 
.... 
wo-rked; it-covered such,, things as the age of employees, 
-
length of the work day, minimum safety conditions, and. the 
like. 38 
Some danger lies before anyone who attempts to gener-· 
. alize on the legislative process in nineteenth-century 
England. In 1848, laissez-faire was a strongly entrenched 
· attitude; yet as early as 1834 an ai.,rareness ~,as growing that 
~ 
the government bad some obligation to attempt to improve 
the living and working conditions of its citizens by the 
·passage of positive legislation. Men were beginning to see 
society~ess as merely a collectiop of individuals banded· 
',.., 
· toget,ber for mutual protection and prof'i t and more as a 
kind of organic entity the members of which share a funda-
_mental relationship and responsibility to one another. As 
this conception gained currency, positive s·tate activity 
-------------,--~--=:.- -for the protection and assistance of the citizenry increased. 
~. 
';s ... ~ ~ ..• 
. \ ~- - ' --
=----~~ 
The trend was neither inexorable nor without reversal; the 
struggle between the two points of' view continued t-hrough-
out the century. 
ti tude is clear-. 
Nevertheless, the overall change in at~ 
The state's position regarding education, which ·1.s 
~ , . 39 
-par~icularly relevant to -Culture and. Ana-rebz, bears -- - -- ~ 
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further witness to these generalizations... At the turn of 
the nineteenth century popular education was _in a critical 
state. A good part of tbe populace failed to perceive any 
34 -
value in mass educatio-n.-- LabO-I!e-~s and trad-e-speople and 
their ilk had little need for it; they could_ acquire the · 
- . --- ____,__ 
- - ---- - r-
knowledge necessary for the performance of their tasks , 
through an apprenticeship. And even if the lower classes 
bad desired an education, they would have been disappointed_ 
since all aau·c·ational .facilities were privately owned and 
entrance into them was far too expensive for the lower-
,, 
class purse. Certainly education was desirable and neces~ 
,. ... 
sary for professional men and gentlemen, but these would 
obtain it from tutors, at publi~ schools, and at the uni-
versities. In addition, there was considerable strife 
between religious groups over education. The Church of 
-- ·-- .--. 
England wanted the state· to, supper,~ church-controlled . 
·~1 
schools; naturally tbe Nonconformists opposed such a pro-
ceeding. 
The re,sult was_ a system of "voluntary schools";· these 
were schocils supported by the religious bodies with.the 
aid of popular contributions. This method·or providing 
j 
education was the embodiment of- the individualistic ap-
proach to citizen service; it was also far fpom. success-
ful. Tbe methods of the different schools were often 
~holly ineffectua~; standards were extremely variable; 
' 
' 
-
f·acilities were fr_equently inadequate ·due to insuf'ficient 
j 
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.. -· funds and education -seldom went l:)eyond religious training. 40 · 
It slowly became clear that state aid and supervision, 
1.f not control, were necessary if the people were to re-
< -- • ----
cei ve even the --minimum of educa-tion v1hich wou1a---be----required 
---
if -t bey were to sustain and improve the current English 
-
system of governmentG Thus, in 1833, for example, b20,000 
• 
was voted by Parliament for education.· The grant was shared 
by the tw'o major voluntary organizations of the time,. the 
British and Foreign School Society and the National ·society 
for Promoting the Education of the Poor in the Principles 
of the Established Church throughout England and Wales (the 
,,, 
.... ~ .~~ ~- ..., ' 
National Society, for ease of handling); the governrnen·t was· 
...... 
at this time still desirous of working tbro~gh tbe voluntary.~ ,. :··~ ... 
. 41 
· system.· . 
Inspectors began to be sent to schools receiving state 
·aid. Various connnittees were appointed by the -cabinet and 
the Parliament to investigate the condition of edtfcation~--------
Repeatedly it was reported that the system was not producing 
the desired effects. State aid to and control over educa-
tion was extended. In 1856, a department of education was 
established by the· government, and a new office was created 
u.nder the crown; the holder of tbe of'f'ic e .had the title of 
vice president of the cormnittee of the priory council for 
-· 
42 
edu~ation, but he was_2 __ !:P practice, minister of education. 
In the years from 1855 to 1870 the reports of various-
-. commiss_ions, on some of -which Matthew Arnold served, indi-
' 
---
- . -- .--· - .. ·~· -_ 
~ L 
---~-~---- --·· 
/'· 
---- - -·• == • - ·------:.·. -· - ..... _ 
a 
-·-r 
----. ------ . 
cated that English education was -noticeably.inrerior to 
that of many of the G:'ontinental countries in 't·rhich the 
government supported and supe;vised education.43 
-
Many 
measures were tested, like Robert _Lo~re I s .payment-by-re- --
. 
--------
sults scheme against which Arnold was so outspoken, but 
there was a growing conviction that the only truly e:ffec.;. 
tive solution would be a government operated, national 
44 
system of education. Cle~rly the conception of the gov-
1'" ~ 
ermnent's role in the lives of its citizenry was cb·anging • 
. 
One further aspect of the political situation should 
be noted here since it contrib.utes to thetJ unrest and change 
of the period and also figures_ in Culture and ~na:,rchy; this 
is the relationship between Ireland and England. The be-
ginning of this rei_ationship goes back riearly to the origins 
of the two countries themselves, and during most of this 
time the Irish suffered severely from it. Irish suffering 
~ .• ~ 
in the nineteenth century began with the Act of Union of 
1800, t,Jhich bound the two countries more closely together 
mad removed whatever semblance of home rule there had been. 
Conditions in Ireland declined drastically. Absentee land-
lordism bad been prevalent before, and nearly all the land 
was in the possession of a small percentage of Protestant 
-"landlords anyway. When these removed to England because of 
.... 
the -new Union, new injustices began. Land was leased to 
agents who in turn rented it to the poorer Irish; to make 
the transa~tion more_profitable the land was split into 
,J 
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portions hardly large enough to provide susten~nce for its 
tenants. These were frightfully beleaguered. They were 
___ l_i.able to eviction or rent increase at the caprice of the 
owner or agent. The English even rorced their church upon 
the Irish. The established church was- the Protestant one 
or the Anglo-Irish minority and the Roman Catholic majority 
· was. compelled to suppor·t it. The conditions were insu:ff'er-
able, and popular protests were frequent. One such protest, 
led by magnetic young Daniel O'Connell, against the politi-
I 
cal limlt-ations placed upon Catholics led to the :Emancipa-
tion Act of 1829, which admitted Catholics to Parliament 
and to most public offices.45 
But it was an isolated triumph, and after finding tQ~t 
the peaceful avenues to the amelioration of the lot of the 
,,. 
-·---
---
- .. 
'"" '\. 
' 
~Roman Catho-lic majority in Ireland led nowhere, O'Connell 1
resolved about 1840, to intensify the struggle for the ·re-
peal of the Act of Union. His methods, however, were still 
too mild for the rising Young Ireland movement, and a breach 
-
developed between the two which was removed only by O' 
·- -> ..... ,.:_ ... ~·~j-·,1.::.l."":!l'':f...:=!::"":.:, 
nell' s death in 1847. A substantial impetus was ·given to 
the struggle of the young rebels by the devestating potato 
blight and ramine of 1845-1847. Exact figures are difficult 
_to secure, but-in 1845, the population of Ireland was in the 
-neighborhood of 8,300,000; in 1851, it was -6,552,385. Part 
of the decrease was due certainly to the emigration which 
_was increasing yearly~ nevertl1eles-s, the toll of the famine 
_-·~ 
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was astounding. The tragedy brought Irish discontent to a 
bead, but it did not provide the rreedom fig~ters with suf-
fie ient strength~ ·The English government forced them to 
'. 
active .resistance in June of 1848, before they were orga-
nized or prepared to confront tbe B~itish might. Dereat was 
inevitable; the leaders either escaped to the United States 
or weTe deported as convicts to Tasmania. For the next 
,. 
twenty years the abuses and tbe emigration co~tinued. The 
only .agitation for reform during this time was directed by 
an Irish-secret society calling itself the Fenian Society 
.. , 
after the Finianna or armed force which protected Ireland -
during legendary times. The Fenians gained strength in 
England, Ireland, and the United States, and their esca-
pades were creating considerable concern in England at the 
time of the writing of Culture and A~archy, which contains 
. - several allu~ions t to them • 46 
. .. 
Thus, in the barest of outlines ·we have the picture or 
the period which produced Culture and Anarchy. Fundamental 
to the understanding of this ·period are the philosophical 
currents 1~1ich afrected actionc ~bese were a variety of~ 
eighteenthmcentury rationalism gradually transmuting into 
' . 
a nineteenth-century materialism and a species o~ idealism 
strongly opposed to such a mechanistic view of lire. Al- ---. · 
though the -rationalism was by far the stronger force, while 
tbe idealism ivaned towards tbe middle of the century, both 
, .- contributed to a degree to the formation of the popular 
_ 38 
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psychology. The period wa~~_notable for the changes 1 t saw. 
····Science was penetrating ever more deeply into the ,mysteries~-
39 
of nature and iri the process fostering an industrial expan- .. :~ 
sion and a c-ri tical. method for wbich the emoti-ona1-1y· ·-o:ra-1-~ 
·ented _-popular religions were tragically unprepare-a--;--· .. -= .. -Eco--
n~mic s and poli tic·s were evidencing similar changes. Both 
· were moving .. ~rom an individualistic, laissez~faire position 
to a recognition of the state's responsibility to its citi-
zens and a conviction that this responsibility must be dis-
' . 
- . 
charged by means of positive legislation. Yet this recog-
nition was long in coming, and at the time of. the writing 
'-
·, 
\ 
of Gul ture and Anarchy the zeitgeist li,Tas basically a curious 
amalgam t-Jhich bas been called the Victorian compromise. 
"'· Resulting from the sbarl ng of political po1ver by the aris-
------ ---·- ·-
\._ 
-~-· 
toe racy and the middle cla~s, this was a blend of trust in 
material security, in the individualistic view of society, 
-~----_;, .. ,and in the power of legislation, with a religious code which 
( 
had only partially succeeded in rendering its adherents 
oblivious to the intellectual challenges to its authority 
and to their obligatiq_:ps to ·all of suffering humanity with 
the consequence that the popular profession of its tenets 
often displayed n·otes of uncertainty or of desperation. 
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.'~ ·- Chapter II 
Tbe Position of Culture and Anarchy 
within this Period 
·-----
--
Matthew Arnold wrote Culture and Anarchy. __ 1_n the ·midst 
~ ~~-~~~~ or proround changes vJbicb ltJere occurring all about--·nim. He 
. ~ -
... 
recognized the pervasiveness of these changes and suc-
cinct--ly· presented his view of the possible alternatives 
open ~o society in his title, culture or anarchy. Quite. 
simply, England was proceeding 1n the direction of anarchy; 
tbe only hope which Arnold cquld see for the successful 
.::· 
reversal. of this trend was in culture. The following pages 
represent an attempt to exarr1ine these basic ideas by indi-
cating where exactly Culture and Anarchy s-tood within the 
··pe-riod, how it presented Arnold's view of' contemp-orary de-
------
------
--
' 
• 
velopments, what he cited as illustrative of the major 
trends, and what remedies· he proposed for the ills~· 
Before any detailed examination of the co·ntents of 
Culture and Anarchy is begun, it might be helpful to pre-
. sent theEle contents to the reader in chapter by chapter 
1 
summary o In the Preface to Culture and Anar,chy Arnold 
is primarily concer~~d with presenting his principal idea, 
clarifyi-ng some of its misunderstood aspects, and defend- ------
I 
ing it briefly against attacks which he considers un-
--
just if i.e d. "The whole scope of the essay is to recommend 
culture as the great nelp- out of our present ·difficulties; 
culture being. a pursuit of our total per.faction by means. 
-
-~ ~- --- --
-
---~ 
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of getting to know, on all matters which most concern us, 
-- ----- - --- -- -----,~-- .. ...,..- ,..,,. - - ----··- the best t1bich bas been thought and said in. tl1e -v1orld, and 
. __ .... _ 
through this l!Jiovrl~_g_ge, ___ turning a stream of fresh and free 
-----~~--~-~-tbt>ugbt upon our stock notions--an:d habits, which· w~ now 
liii!ic----~-.--~ · - - · - -· ~follow staunchly b-ut mechanically, vainly imagining that----_-----------·--~-----~-·5 -- ('· ------~~--- .------ -------·---- -- . ~..., 
,· . - t 
..... 
there is a virtue in following them staunchly which makes 
up for the mischief of folloi-1ing them mechanically. This-, 
and this alone, is the scope of the following essay. And 
the culture we recommend is, above all, an ini-rard· --opera-
2 
tion." As an example of this type of operation Arnold 
\, 
cites the writings of Bishop Thomas Wilson, an Anglican 
clergj'man who lived a century and a half before. 
The reexamination of popular beliefs and actions 
Arnold here recommends had led him to a number of con-
.. 
... _,-i '").. • 
Ill!-----,.------------·-·-- -
..... .,.. .. 
" 
.. 
. -
r~-·----! : __ 
- ~ .-.. 
----- -- ·-·-------·--------clusions which had been widely criticized. In the Preface 
he ~rgues that these criticisms are based on a misunder-
standing of his position. He had, ror example, suggested 
___ that English literature was exposed to inconveniences a·nd-- -- --------- ---~-----------
dangers because England did not have an Academy to set 
literary standardso His critics then scolded him ror 
wanting to establish an English Academy, although he bad 
expressed no such desire. Another critical attack was 
launched against) him because of' his _opposition to· -t·he 
disestablishment of tb~ Anglican Church in Ireland. Hi_s __ 
contention that the Nonconformists championing disestabli.sh-
ment were motivated not by a desire for justice but. by· 
... 
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.- bigotry led to his being accUsed_ of enmity tolards the 
~-
Nonconformists. 
-· Arnold 1 s answe~ to thes~----e-Pi ticisms is that~tney 
-
----~-
---------
• ·c 
"'!' 
-
-
--~-----·-- ---------· .. -
_ clearly der11onst.rate the need for culture. 
be objects to -a certain belief or·· course· o·f action, his 
-:roes credit --him 'tivi th favoring the opposite. Thus, they 
,.-m.1 s s his point entirely. He is merely trying to assist 
people to see ~hings as they are, for without accurate 
' perception, no real improvement is possible; as Arnold 
puts it, 11perfection can never be reached without seeing 
things as they really are." 3 Thus, the .... I'est of' the essay 
is nothing more than an attempt to hold up for inspection 
,, many of the fixed ideas of the society in the hope of pro-
moting the development of every rn..~n in __ the soc-ie-ty-.-·- -:;-:-·-;---~ 
\ 
_:---....,..,,=---------=------------- -
·------- -
-----------
--
- -~·-
_, . ...-
. ... . . . 
In the brief Introduction Arnold mentions some of the -
,! 
critic isms of him and bis/':·cul ture by John Bright, Frederic 
Harrison, and the Daily Telegraph, three or bis most out-
spoken foes. Then be repeats his intention of inquiring 
into the nature of culture and the benefits it might have 
for England. Chapter I, "Sweetness and Light," contains 
the beginning of this inquiry. Culture is aimed at the 
inward perfection of all aspects of the person; it culti-
vates the desire '.for sweetness and light, that is, beauty 
,-
-
~nd intelligence. But culture does not confine its im-
provements to the individual. Rather it moves each man to 
. ' try to elevate the 11 ves of other members of so9 __ iety. -''This 
... --· ----~ 
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is the social idea, and the ·men of culture are the true· 
apostles of' equality. n4 
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Arnold attempts to clarify -,hfs idea. of culture by 
~------~~1-ous comparisons. -Culture is---li-ke--~el.igion in that the~~--:-:-... ~~===-=-----=-------
____ . -~--~---~---b-oth stress that human perfection is an internal condition; 
however, culture goes beyond the ordinary conceptions of 
religion sinc~e culture advocates the "harmonious expansion 
of all the powers which make the beauty and worth of human 
nature," whereas religion frequently produces "the over-
development of ••• one power at the expense of the rest."5 
\ 
Culture is rather lffore ·like ttle b.es•t, art a.nd poetry of the 
) 
ancient Greeks· in wb ich religion was joined'"\wi th a striving 
for general personal perfection 9 but culture is superior to 
l 
.-----------:il!!!!!lirv,en-·these ·beeau·s-e----i.t---c.on-tains the moral force ,:which the.-,--~----
-~--·~=------~--------------- ,. ____ .. _____________ ------ .. -,-,---· ---~---"----
' 
.. 
- ------· --~ 
Greeks lacked. 
On the other hand, culture is quite unlike nineteenth-
\..... 
century Nonconformist sects. and popular politi~al movements. 
The Nonconformists were more interested in disputing sub-
tleties of doctrine than in improving themselves· and society. 
Mos,t of the-politicians were, sometimes unconsciously, con-
cerned with flattering certain ~lasses to gain support. The 
- - -·-- -- -
classes were primarily concerned with improving their social 
and economic conditions. Therefore, suggests Arnold, .rather 
than a nation in which culture was encouraging citizens to 
. ~ 
work for. the general good, nineteenth.-century England was a 
... 
. . 
nition in which religion and politics were dividing the 
. "" 
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peoi;>le,~-s8tting them ~ga ~~~ one another. Voices opposing · 
~ / 
this situation by spreading culture,_ sweetness and light, -
._- .. 
__ we_~e ___ ye_:ry few. Arnold wanted his to be one. 
------
------
----- -
regret that he has been reproved for criticizing everybody 
from a remote vantage point while he himself does nothing 
and offers nothing constructive. His reply is that such a 
. 
stance cannot be criticized if it can be demons\trated most 
of the actions being performed already are ill-conceived 
and consequently barm.ful to all. An examination of poli-
ticians• statements and popular demonstrations leads to the 
conclusion that the British have so exalted individual 
freedom that t·bey have forgotten that ac:tion merely for 
/ 
it's own· sa·ke· -is -not n£?ces-sarily -beneficial-.----- --I-t- mu-st--be~,-------
intelligently directed toward some desirable end. 
But if the British emphasis on individual freedom is 
threatening tbe country with anarchy, what is the remedy? 
- .. - -- - -- -- ·:__' -ct - ---- _,_ . , 
... , ' ' 
1· 
I 
' 
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Arnold's remedy is in the authority to be wielded ·by the 
· state. rBut who is to rule tbe state? As Arnold observes, 
this question bad been answered in several ways: "for Mr • 
Carlyle /J.t.iiJ the aristocracy. For Mr. Lowe, it is the 
middle class with.its incomparable Parliament. For the . 
6 
·Reform League~ it is the working class." Unfortunately 
no one of these answers is adequate. The aristocracy is 
disqualified by its closedmindedness in a time when new 
id-eas are of -sucb im~ortance. The miqdle class cannot rule 
,. 
:... ~ . . 
·-·- ______ ,., __ _ 
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because it distrusts·1tself "as an- adequate centre of au-
7 
tbori ty." The working class cannot rule because it is 
.... 
inexperienced. and disorganized. 
-The -solution to the problem lie s--in--tbe-. emerg.en_c._e __ o_f ____ -
the "best selfn promoted by .. -culture. Culture prompts each 
person to realize that the authority of the state must be 
~trengthened to~deal with the increasing danger of dis-. 
{ 
order. Culture. a1so aids each citizen to see that no one 
/" 
class can be identified with government without doi~g 
great harm to the whole state. Since no one class is in 
control of the government, each citizen will be ready to 
. strengthen the government so that pressing national prob-
lems can be attended to. 
Chapter~ II.I, ttBarbari.ans, Philistines, Populace," is 
•--------------------·---·--- . , ···-
1_ -· - • • •. . • °' ·--~-·--------·--, 
~. • .--_ - - - r -
:?., 
' - ·- --- ___J' ------ -
-· - ~ . 
... .. 
--. - ---··-' ··-
a sometimes playful but generally incisive development of 
some of the ·ideas in,_ the preceding ol1apter. A further 
I· 
exa.inination of the aristocracy, the middle class, ·and the 
working class (during which Arnold gives them the names-
which form the chapter title) reveals more or the weak-
nesses which Arnold feels/are damaging the society. Al-
1 
thqugh each class differs from the other two in many ways, 
all bav--e a ·cormnon feature: 
,J 
I 
11 All of us, so_ far as we are---
Barbarians, Philistines, or Populace, imagine happiness 
-'1> ~ . ~ 
to consist in doing what one's ordinary self likes." 
-Unfortunately this be-lief is intertwined with a narrow 
,I 
class-consciousne-ss. Through tbei_r literature,. religion, 
_!_ 
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·-···, and· politic~ the people of ·England are encouraged to think'· 
.. 
~-, of' themselves only as individuals or as members of a srnall 
social or religious group. ~gain Arnold cites politics as 
46 
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an exam:ol e • 
-
Eacb clas·s seeks only its own ends, and it --- -
~-~~-=----~-=--=--~------~~-------- --·-- -- ------ --- - - ---- ----------- -- -- - - - ~--- --- -- - -- - --- --- - . - - --- -- - -------- .. ~-----~----==--~,. -~- · 
will join its efforts with those of another class only when 
~=>..---~ 
. ·, 
'. 
self-interest so dictates. Rather than attempting to point 
· out that there may be more important,, national concerns, 
the political l~aders of each class, in order to retain 
. "" 
power, flatter· their support~rs by praising their limited 
actions and imp·lying tba t these are essential to the coun-
try. A Even the newspapers are either pandering to the 
separate classes or maintainine that the divisive tenden-
cies in the country are inevitable and even healthy. 
Once again Arn~ld 1 s point is not necessarily that all 
.·~ . 
.,f 
-;-------------• ............... -
_ .... ........... __________ -i.l 
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r 
or the English people are wrongly or selfishly motivated, 
but rather that they are doing themselves great harm by 
rerusing to reflect upon their own individual goals in the 
light of wider, societal considerations. He mentions 
several Continental thinkers who argue for the necessity 
or some societal means of elevating the goals of the 
populace, and be concl~des, ·"We see, then, bow indispens-
----........... -"".,~-
able to that human perfec~ion which we see'k is·., in the 
opinion of good judges, some public recognition and es-
tabli.sbment of pur best self, or right reason •. We see bow 
our habits and practice oppose themselves to such a recog-
-- __ 'Di tion, and the m~:g.y inconveniences which we_ therefore 
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suffer. But now ·1et us · t·ry to go a 11 t tle deeper,· and .to 
f'ind., beneath our act;ual babits and practice, the very 
ground and cause-out of wbicb they ·spring. u9 
- . --~-- --· ------
'1 This fundamental ground, n continues Arnold---in----Chapter 
" 
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·---··- ===~~-~v,-. -~-Hebraism and Hellenis1n, 1 "is our preference of doing ···~.-- ... -~--"--~-
.. 
"' 
10 
to thinking." Arnold puts this preference in perspective 
by suggesting that i't is related to one of the two .forces 
which bave appeared in the lives of men throughout history, 
~ . 
Hebraism and Hellenism. Although the final aims of both of 
~ 11 
these are the same, "man's perfection or salvation," 
L 
their pursuits of this aim are entirely dif.ferent. "The 
·~ 
uppermost idea with Hellenism is to see things as they 
really are; the uppermost idea with Hebraism is conduct 
12 
and obedience." · Hellenism, then, emphasizes the in tel- · 
·-----------·--····-··· , .... 
,, ' j 
·, 
···---· 
- '--- ... 
"· 
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lectual, llebraism tbe moral • 
. Having proposed these two disciplines as "august "· . • • 
· 13 -
invaluable contribut·i-ons" to human development, Arnold 
traces their appearances through human. history, from early 
Greece to bis own time. He concludes that England, in the 
grip or Hebraism, 'is out of the major ideological current 
of the western world and has been for three centuries. The 
re~rilts of this isolation and their remedies are clear: 
"In all directions our habitual courses of action seem to 
-be losing efficaciousness, credit,· and control, both with 
} 
others and even with ourselves·. E·verywhere we see -tbe 
· beginnings of confusion, and we want a clue to some s·ound · 
' . . . 
-
__ , ... 1 .• , 
-- . - .-.. -- --. _·-:- ---, _...__________ -
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. ' ~ oi-der ·and authori-ty. This we can only get by going back; 
I, 
~ 
----- ---- ---- ---
~pon the actual instincts and fo~J_ftS v.rbicb rule our life, 
. 
: seeing them as ~hey really are., connecting them ~Jitb other 
----
---~--- --· 
-instincts and forces, a~d enlarging our whole view and 
~~--- -·--~ rul:e of life."14 - ----- - -- - - - - - -
'!"'· 
For the title of Chapter V Arnold borrov1s a line from 
St~ Luke's Gospel, "Porro Unum Est Necessarium 3 " but .one 
thing is· needful o This j he feels is the at-'ci tude which 
results from British Hebraisxu., Only one tl1ing is necessary 
~- for individual and general perfection; this one thing is 
n strictness of conscience, the staunch adherenc.,e 1 ~to some 
-
fixed law of doing we have got already, instead of spon-
- . 
taneity of consciousness, which tends continually to en-
- . -· ·-· 15 
l~rge our whole law of doing." Arnold~ s opponents hav.e. -
-----------------·. " 
-~ -
' .
- i ' 
• • •1 
- -- -----.-~-- - -------- --
to1d him that he is justified in praising Hellenism as long 
as be does _not place it above Hebraism, but to~comply would 
be to do nothing to correct the weaknesses of the time. 
Tbe Hebraizing attitude is dominant; it is the obligation 
or the objective observer to try to restore the balance 
by emphasizing the n~cessity of Hellenizingo 
The notion that all one need dofror personal fulfill-
ment is to .follow one narrow law or syst~ra is a fatal one. 
c-· 
, I r 
Even though the 1ndividual1 s motivation may be good and 
his ideas sound at the beginning, as be makes one narrow 
_system the only force in his life, its ideas lose their 
original meaning, and it becomes inrlexible and personally 
. 
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de·leterious. As an example o:f this danger Arnold mentions 
. -Puritanism. It has warped and distorted many of the ideas 
in~S-to Paul 1 s Epis-tles by holding them too rigidly and by 
refusing to alloi,r -fresh ideas to flot-1 arol1nd themo The ---
-
ideas of personal freedo1n a11d industrial development in 
~ 
' -
Britain have suffered in a like fashion. Although the ideas-
t_hemsel ves are -laudable, the British have so sei1zed upon 
. them that they are no longer seen in their proper pe~spec-
"" 
tive. 
In light of these problems Arnold is not without an 
' , 
,.. •· 
____ . .,...., 
, . 
---~~r1 
~. 
answer to critics who say that his pursuit of oulture-~-is of' 
no value to his country. "ive shall say boldly that we do 
not at all despair of finding some lasting truth to minis-
ter to the diseased spirit of our time; but that we have 
-------------------·, ,, ' .. , ... _ -- " ..... -·- -· -- -- -·, , ..... ," __ _,_ ---------
1-,-- . , 
!.--··------· - • 
( 
discovered the best way of finding tbis-t .. o-·be. not so much 
by lending a band to our friends and countrymen in their 
actual operations for the removal of certain definite evils, 
but rather in getting our friends and countrymen to -~·eek 
culture, to let their consciousness play freely round their 
present operations and the stock notions on which they are 
rounded, show what these are like, and how related to the 
~ intelligible law of things, and auxiliary to true human 
perfection."16 
·'·' 
Chapter VI,- "Our Liberal_ P-racti tioners," illustrates 
-
bow culture operates on some s.pecific problems li'acing 
j 
socie~y and on tI1e methods being ·used to resolve.them. 
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~ ....... The firs·t problem considered_~'"is. the existenc·e of the Angl_i-
- -- , ... 
can Church as the state church of Ireland. Although Arnold 
agrees with the Liberals th~t such an established church 
- - -
- --is unjust because the ma.jority_ are __ nqt members yet are 
-_ -_-_ -~~---··-·---
--'}- • l 
.; ...... 
----- ----·------ --
- ~- -- -- --------- - ----
- -- ------- -- -
obliged to -support i t 9 be argues that the .current mover11en-t ·-
toward .,disestablishment is not directed by justice but by 
1'·• 
the prejudice of the Nonconformists. When the Noilconform-
50 
" 
·1sts began to support disestablishment, the original Liberal .- ~ 
proposal to distribute tbe property of the Church to other 
churches was dropped. Now the plan is only to disestablish 
the Anglican Church. Such a plan, according to Arnold will 
neither serve justice nor conciliate the aggrieved Irish. 
~ . 
Th~ second "liberal nostrum" Arnold examines is the 
' 
Real Estate Intestacy Bill. --'~ ~hi._s ___ bill_ .. proposed . • .• • .. __ to______ .._ ___ _ 
~·--~----- ,·:- -·. 
--------·· 
'·-
__ . ·--·· .. __.. --~-·. ···-· ·- -_..i,.-- ···- -- . -- ------··. 
...... , ~ - - . 
prevent the land of a man who dies intestate fr6~rgoing, as 
1 t now goes,· -to his eldest son.,·_ and was thought, by its 
friends and by its enemies, to be a step towards abating 
the now almost exclusive possession of the land of this ·-
· 17 
country by the people whom we call the Barbarians." 
Objective analysis reveals two weaknesses in -the bill. 
First, it is based on the very dubious premise that each 
' 
child has a right to an equal share in the possessions of 
his fa tber. Secondly, instead o:f removing the land from __ 
the control or the aristocracy, the bill merely arranges 
-
to give wealth to ~ore of the young aristocrats who are 
-~ 111_..-prepared for it; thus, the btll increases the· very 
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~vil it~aims to _stop. Culture sugge~ __ ts rather t·hat~e 
. 
.. ; 
evils in the present situation be made evident to the ar~ 
-is toe racy 0 1rlhen this is done, and a better self is .formed_;_ 
---~----~_. __ ----- -----·--·-··---- -
. -
--- --
- --- --
~/ 
.. 
-the situation vril-1 imrne.diately improve--ai1d- no suc_b mis- ---~--=--~-- ---~-:--·---
-
directed law will nee·a be proposed. 
The third Liberal proposal to which Arnold objects is 
a bill legalizing marriage to one's deceased ·Wife's sister. 
.Arnold opposes this bill for two major reasons. First, its 
supporters cite in its defense the Book of Leviticus which 
does not prohibit such marriage. Although much of our 
' 
culture comes from the Hebrews, we would be greatly mis-
guided, argues~Arnold, if we patterned every part of our 
lives after them. Secondly, and more importantly, such a 
•: 
I 
______ -------'-~ ______ la.w_ pti:pg_ers_ to the Philistines'_ ?e~~~~ .t:.~·r liberty border-
__:., -~--
ing on license and intensifies their major defects, a lack 
of' delic·acy and an inability to perceive and appreciate 
•. ..._ 
subtle shades in human relationships. 
Finally, Arnold examines current Liberal notions about 
free trade and population. He is in complete sympathy with 
the expressed Liberal desire to provide more· food for the 
lower classes, but he argues that the methods used, free 
_p,,. _____ --
trade and unlimited expansion of industry, actually create 
-
more paupers. And the ~iberals do not attempt to curb this 
harmful expansion of the population by~'8m.plrasizing a man's 
responsibility to b~ able to provide ror bis children; in-
steadatbey ~ncourage incre~sing population by saying it is 
- - ~ - - -- - . - ---
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a blessing from God and the re~:ti;i.t_ of the· ope:ration of in~ 
evitable natural laws. If the Liberal·s are really inter- . -· 
ested in helping the poor, they vtill-~stop "mectianical~y 
-··-
. 
worshipping their ·fetish of th~ production of t~ree.ltb· ··and.~ 
o nl8 d of the increase of manufactures and population, an 
they ~Jill take positive steps to control industry and · ,; 
population. 
-In his brief Conclusion to Culture and Anarchy Arnold 
merely summarizes the ideas presented berie o There is a 
special emphasis on the alterpatives presented in the 
"'*- ' ~ 
book's title.? culture or anarchy. Disorders in the coun-
try are moving it toward anarchy; culture is tqe sole 
remedy. 
( 
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An ~l)d~~etan_ding of. the .phi-loaophic-al orientation ·or 
~ . - -
- ---"I"- ~ - - ·• 
the perio·d, which was outlined in Chapter One, is essential 
to a rewarding apprehension or Culture and Anarchy; viewed 
in the light of such an understanding, the book is rar 
clearer and more vital. Although it was written at a time 
-:,;;. 
when ratidnalistic materialism was the primary philosophi-
cal current, some vestiges of' ~be earlier idealism still 
appeared occasionally. From the point of view or both 
content and approach, Cu-1-ture . and Ana re by seems to s bow 
Arnold much influence¢! by idealism. He sav1 society, :for 
exan1ple, as a united., progressive .force which should be 
movirig ina definite direction~ According to his view o:f 
cul.ture, "Per.faction, as culture conceives it, is not IP, 
I • i, 
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_ possible while ·tbe -~ndividual remains isolated. The indi-
vidual is required; under_pain. of being ~tunted and en-
feebled in his own developraent,----t·o carry otbe1:.s along-with 
--------
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There is al~o some evidence of his inclination toward 
' 
·· idealism in his approach. He frequently cited the necessity 
of seeing things in their historical perspective; an example 
of this method is th~ long historical surveys, like the one 
on ·Hebraism and Hellenism, be presented to show that a 
cultural mainstream exists in the Western world and that 
England was freque·ntly not in 1 t. Certainly bis suggestion 
that history may be viewed as a succession of epochs of 
expansion and concentration sounds like a remote echo or 
· 20 L-----------Carlyl.e -an,d. __ tb e ,.S-1; •. :!.3i:mqnians. 
·• 
·:;-- _ __:__. ··,; 
/" ~-
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There ,is danger, of course, in attempting to identi.fy 
Arnold too closely with idealism oii'\the basis of Culture 
and Anarchy. Arnold differed in many ways from that school,· 
particularly where it was influenced by the German tran-
scendentalists. He ad~ocated, for instance, a~preeminently 
rational rather than intuitive approach. And while his 
.admonitions to pierce through the mechanical fafade with 
which reality has been overlaid again sound like faint 
echoes of Carlyle and Coleridge, what wilL be discovered 
21 beneath, a "firm, intelligible law of tbings, 0 has dis-
tinctly rationalistic overtones. ·One is best advised to 
a~cept' Arnold's frequent-reminders-that he is a "plain, 
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uns-ystematic writ.er, without a philosophy," as urbane 
--~ .. 
1,.1. 
---·· irony v1i th some measure of accuracy._ In Cul.ture and An-
arcb4 b-is goal 1vas the presentation of an approach., not 
---~---·, ~~-=~=- o:f a s~,steraa ti __ c 2hilosophical program, and as shall be __ _seen-
.. _/ ' 
presently, some of the greatest injustices are done t~o the 
book by critics who insist upon equipping Arnold with such 
.. a system. It must be understoo-d that Arnold was well 
aware that the attitudes so prevalent in .England were the 
manifestations of a deeply entrenched rationalistic cur-
rent. To combat these attitudes be took a stance in op-
. ~ . .. 
position to this current. Because idealism was similarly·--
opposed to it and because Arnold had been influenced by 
some of its champions, Carlyle, for example, there are 
-- - -~- ---- . -_ ---l~f 
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resemblances. But Arn_old_1 _s_.p.oi-n-t ... of---view- -is--·not -ident!cr-c::11a~l;=-=-~-...:._--
f------~~------------·--
with that of the idealists, and because of his goal in 
· writing Culture and Anarc.hy he would not h,ave wished it 
t- - - -
. --------~--·· ~ 
t... 
- -_ ----··------ -- -------~---• --~-~ 
to be so. 
Though Arnold was throughout bis life a foe of those 
who would rate science mo:Pe important than the humanities 
in education, there is little direct reference to science 
qua science in Culture and Anarchy. Arnold was certainly 
cognizant· of t.be-7scientific advances of bis age, and bis 
approach to religion, as one example, had an empirical ··tone 
which undoubtedly~- owed something to the scientific Q.p- · 
.-'•-.,_ 
- 23 \ · 
proach. Hol-1ever, science· was obviously the under.lying 
,i - r 
and rormati ve element of many of the trends _and atti tildes 
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which he reprehen~ed, and in that way is signiricant in 
, 'J' 
-- ---- ~ -. 
Culture and Anarchy, but of specific treatment of science 
in the book there is next to none. 
-
-~. --one of the major c9ncerns in Arnold's life was !'el--i----
~-~/ . 
~=-=---~-~~~~~~-=--=-=-- --
l>:-, -
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gion. His strong interest in it is evident from his-very 
early letters and poetry, through his essays many of which 
deal with religious matters and people, to his later works 
like Li teratu1~e and pogma and ~st. Paul and Protestantism. 
Though one may not agree with Arnold's ~onclusions, and in 
the· numerous critical discussions of bis religious pro.-
nouncements disagreement has been nothing if not general, 
be·can little doubt that Arnold's interest in religion was 
deep ~nd enduring. 
He also had practical experience to supplement his 
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As inspector·of schools for more than thirty 
-
· theorizing. 
years 1 he had to do only with ·the voluntarily supported 
Nonconformist schools. Day after day be bad the opportunity, 
not always a pleasant orie if his observations upon it give 
accurate indication, to evaluate the religious beliefs 
current in England in the light of their influence upon 
their adherents. 
Arnold's_life~long interest in ~eligi~n and. the prac-
- - tical experi_~nce of it acquired ·1n his occupation are ap- · 
·parent in Culture and Anarchy. A major portion of the book 
--- --is concerned with religion in England, and throughout there 
- -- -
- ~-----J...- -- -:'"--- - are allusions to people associated with it. Altho~gh all. 
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t·bis ·appears to constitute a large mass of: material, ·1t c.an 
be examined conveniently under a few separate head. Ar-
~ 
nold' s personal vievrs o_n religion ivill be discussed subse-
quently, although they are not nearly so extensively de-
veloped in Culture and Anarchy as in his later works. At 
this point it- is sufficient-- to observe that be examined 
religion from the point or its contribution to the total 
J" 
personal development of the members of society and hence· to 
the overall well-being of society itselfo 
To the Church of England·, ·the established ·.church, Ar-
nold devoted not a great deal of space. He supported the 
idea or a sta,~e established church and opposed anyone who 
favored disestablishment. His reason was not so much 
theological as that, nTbe great works by which., not only in 
• 
- ' -
---11terature, art, and science generally, but in religion it:.--
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~ self, the human spirit has manifested its approaches to 
- ---,------------
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totality, and to ·a full, harmonious perfection, and by which 
1 t stimulates and helps forward the world 1·s general perf'ec-
tion1 come, not from Nonconrormists, but rrom men who 
either belong to Establishments or have been trained in 
. 24 . 
themo" An established church's worth is two-fold: it 
places its members in such a way that they have "the main 
_ _.c-------~----- current of national life flowing round 6hei/, and remind~ 
... 
.... - ,.._ -
l 
I· 
ing {them,7 in all ways of the variety and ~ulness of human 
- 25 
existence,n whereas the separated churches tend to remove 
their members from· su-cb a current. In addition, a broadly-
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· based established oburob which encompasse~. moat of th-e com-
munity's residents because of its latitude allows them to 
... -
pursue other lines of tb·ought and development t~1i-thout bav~-~-----
_;· 
.,,.,. 
--· 
.,.- ··"" 
·-
-·· 
- ing to seek or to defend their own uniquely personal re-
. ligious ·position: "Instead of battling for bis o-v1n private 
_forms for expressing the inexpressible and defining the 
undefinable, a man takes those which have commended them-
. selves most to the religious ~"life of bis nation; and tvhile .,. 
he may be sure that within those forms the religious side 
of his own nature may find its satisfaction, ·be has leisure 
' . 
26 
and composure to satisfy other sides of bis. nature as well. 11 
Thus, membership in the established church puts an indi-
/ .. 
_vidual squarely in the mainstream of the.nation's cultural 
l'ife and a_llows him to exploit this position for his ividest 
'-----..----....-.....,..._-.---- ..• -
-- ----~--,,--
.. 
. · ~ 
,' . .. 
i • 
--
developraent_ by freeing· him-from time-consuming and enervating 
religious investigation and disputation • 
. ~, ' 
:Similar benefits do not unfortunately accrue from mem-
, 
bership in Nonconf oriuis t sec ts according to Arnold. Sin,9e 
these sects were having a growing impact upon society, 
Arnold devoted a large segment of Culture and Anarchi· to 
them. Arnold saw thes·e di visive Noncomformist groups as 
_, 
manifestations of the individual and collective tendency 
toward "anarchy" in English society. He considered them 
~. 
first as the result of a historical progression in the 
chapter "Hebraism and Hellenism." He regarded tb~se two 
elements as ninvaluable contributions" to the movement of 
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history. Although both have the same goal, "man's per-
28 
faction or salvation," the manner in which they pursue 
---:. 
·-
t bis is different. "The upper1nost idea i1i tb _ij~l,J_enisra is . 
· to see things as they really are; the uppermost idea. t~ri-th . 
2 0 --
- - 7 - -- - ---------_--==-=:; 
Hebraism is conduct and obedience." In a rather slcetcby 
fashion Arnold traces these spiritual disciplines as they 
succeeded one another through history. He observes that 
Hellenism, the pursuit of truth, could not retain the al-
..__ 
V 
legiance of men without the support of dbrist and his 
teachings. Therefore, Christianity with Hebraistic em-
phasis.superseded it after Christ's appearance upon earth. 
This remained the predominant force in the intellectual 
.current of -the vlestern world until the Renaissance when 
~·· ... 
... :,i· 
" 
'------.- ------------.!!~elJ.enism re-ent_ered the world,. and _again stood in the 
,· 
~~· 
. -·--··------ ·-----·-----=-.------- --- ·- --
• 
.. -- - ---------- -----
. 30 
presence of Hebraism." In England after a brief supe-
riority Hellenism was ov·ercome by Hebraism in the form of'_ 
Puritanism. Unfortunately, in the nineteenth century, 
·"Puritanism-was no longer the central current of the world's 
r"' progress, it was a side stream crossing the central current 
and checking it. 1131. According to Arnold then., the pre-
vailing attitude in England at the time of the v1riting of 
/ 
Culture and i\narchy was not in harmony ivi th the contempo-
rary intellectual orientation in tbe Western world. It was 
an isolated, insular, and harm.rul phenomenon • 
.,.,_ - . 
There are, to be sure, objections to such ·an i~terpre-
ta.tion. It might be consi~ered too wide and easy a gener-
. ..,_ 
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al1zation for any accuracy. But it does.present a broad 
and incisive insight which appears to have considerable 
validity if Arnold.'s illustrations of this attitude as it 
-
-------------· ~ - ... _ ... ------ .... -- --- ---·-- ---
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.. 
-- ap·peared in England-be exarained against· the background 
---- --=-- --- ·--··.---
. ------~ 
provided in the .first chapter. 
What were the characteristics of nineteenth-century 
Hebraizing Nonconformity? Its major defect appears to have 
' been a largely mechanistic view of life. Time and again 
32 Arnold castigated 11 our worship of machinery. n The 1'lon-
, 
confo1,,mists clung tenaciously to the belief that, as Arnold 
titled one of his chapters, porro · unum est necessariura 9 but 
·one thing is needful. The "one thingi) varied from sect to 
sect, but each group believed that it had discovered from 
the Bible one rigid approach to life which would be ade-
quate to all situations and which it observed with a 
strictness of conscience truly i:m.pre·ssi ve to behold. Ar-
nold deligb~ed in poking fun at the various factions which 
• • r ~ 
manifested this single-minded emphasis ~pon one narrow re-
ligious approach. 
This mechanical worship of forms wi thou:t., frequent 
reference to their ultimate ends produced two distinct and 
\ 
undesirable results. It is difficult to say which was most 
damaging; both led to personal maiming and societal dis-
,.~ 
~· 
rupt-ion. The first was the increasing strif·e among th·e 
/ 
.. 
professors of the· different creeds. The more pertinacious-ly -
; 
-one· held on.to a creed., the ·more· bellicose he ·was likely to 
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be in its defense, and, due to the'· continuing .fragmenta- ---
./' tion of' sects, the more such def'ense was becoming necessary. 
Arnold depic-ted the Noncon.formist position, as 1·1as so 
-._ ---__ =-.:.===--=-=--:c-=-~- ------ - ,- . . - - - -- ~-
- ., ., 
:-. . ... 
-· 
· often his n1e thod., -~oy- selecting se·veral repre~enta ti ve types-_ 
and. alluding to them throughout the essayo One of the more 
prominent of these was Edward Miall, a Congregationalist 
60 
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minister and a politician. Miall was a liberal Noncon-
formist whose activities were primarily directed toward 
social improvement. Arnold identified I·1iall with that 
group of liberals whose program of 11 the advocacy of free 
trade, of parliamentary reform, of abolition of churcb-
rates, of voluntaryism in religion and education, of non-
interference of the State between employers and employed, 
' 
- -- - - - . 
-t_ -,-
-~·~.-
. ' ---y .. -
--- --·---=-~~ 
33 and of marriage with one's deceased wife's sister," Ar-
110ld considered a collection of mechanical claptrap. How 
appropriate was -Arnold's selection for a representative of 
Nonconformist single-mindedness or- a cleric turned poli-
tician who opposed every type of state interference, and 
who~ in addition, was the first editor of' a paper named t .. be 
Noncomformist; and be~ring the motto, "The Dissidence of 
.. Dissent and the Protestantism of the Protestant Religion."34 
Occasionally one might wonder at the accuracy of Ar-
nold's observations. Was he.perhaps too critical? Did be 
ignore individual worth for the sake of his synthesis? 
Was he, as J. Dover Wilson rather grudgingly su-ggests, ·-
_ ,__ Ferhap~ ~· • • a shade lacking in human s:ympat_hy, a little 
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~ · 35 too· much of the /§x.fory' don'? Or was be sometimes just 
~ong? 
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any way encapsulate the lives or their objects. Observe, 
-
·-!'or example, the Rev. Edward J\·1iall. He was quite active in 
movements f'or political and social reform. An energetic 
Chartist, be tried in the Nonco1nforrnist and elsewhere·· to 
mend. the rift between the middle ang the lower classes so· I 
... 
I that co1nbined tbey could improve conditions in England. There 
seems to be little cause for doubting his sincerity or his 36 commitment to his beliefs. One would be extremely unjust 
if he suggested that all of Miall's activities- be passed 
off as ill-motivated and worthless, and certainly this 
paper has no intention of so doing. 
But to assert, as have some .of his critics--arld even -
som~ of bisJ admirers, albeit very circumspectly--tbat Ar-
- nold' s intention was, to dismiss people cavalierly and s.ome-
times unfairly ivi th a glib bit of critic.ism seems equally 
unjust. Such an assertion is in opposition to tl1e import 
and the spirit of Culture and Anarchy. , Of course Arnold 
objects to the actions of the people be criticizes; of 
I 
course he feels- tbes~~actions are harmful to society. But 
bis intention does not seem to be to condemn these people 
et.,~rnally, nor even to question thei~ m9tivation in most 
_instances. Rather his intention is, and bow often,does be 
, t 
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reiterate this, to show his contemporaries that·· there may 
be more comprehensive goals than those they are pursuing, 
<~ • ~- ~ -- •• • -that there may even be better methods· to accomplish th.ei~ 
-
- .-----
-
\ · · _ pres_ent goals_._ If cond-itions were different., if classes 
and religious sects were less disputatious,- if so many--
people tr1ere not follo1·Jing limi tea goals with dubious means, 
if the I1ialls and the Spurgeons and the Murphies were ex-
ceptions, Arnold's admonitions would be unnecessary. But 
throughout his society trnold saw tpe lack or calm, ra-
·. I tional· analysis of means and ends; in the plac,e of this 
··--,:w------~----·--.. --. analysis h·e sa1,1 stock notions, dispute, and division. Thus, 
Arnold 111rote Culture and Anarchy to urge pe.ople to step 
back and look at their actions ror a moment, because he 
beljeved.that such revaluation was vital to society. 
It would almost appear that the Nonconformists were 
.eager to provide Arnold with -0onfirmation of his belier. 
Certainly there was no dearth of illustrations or their· 
trivial and rather pathetic attempts to follow their own 
·· particular light for the improvement of the whole society 
by the const·ruction of some small institution·, material or 
0 
otherwise. One such example to which Arnold referred 
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several times is Spurgeon' s tabernacle. Charles Haddon .,-~ 
~--
- . ""'-_": . - ---- ~ 
.. 
Spurgeon was one of the foremost Puritan divines of the 
nineteenth century; one rather enthusiastic commentator 
even designates him uthe greatest Puritan preacher England 
" . 
. · . 37 
ever produced.". To be sure bis preaching~ a fiery com-
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bination of emotionalism and Calvinism, gained him a large 
following shortly after he began to hold forth in London in 
1853. Despite his lac~ of education in which he took some --
- -~- -------·-- ____ ., -··· --,--. ---··--· ---- . { 
prid~ __ and the rather antiq~ated nat~e_ of -his t~ercely--
maint-ained beliefs, which· f'eatures did little to endear 
him to the more enlightened of the religious community, 
his popularity' continued to spread, ~ntil in 1861, ha had a 
. -~ 
vast rr1etropoli tan tabernacle built to house his meetings.... .. 
Thus it'is that his building became in Culture and Anarcbz 
the recurrent symbol of ill informed and belligerently 
militant Nonconformity seasoned with a taste of stiff-ne-cked 
bad taste. 
A second major problem resulting from blind adherence 
to forms was the intellectual weakness which came ·to beset 
'\ 
' 
this adherence. As was indicated in the first chapter, all 
fQrms of religion --were experiencing some difficulties ar·1s-
ing from the new scientific discoveries. Arnold's other -----
writings on religion show that be was far from unaware or 
the- threats posed to it by the discoveries of other dis-
ciplines and by the nature of the age in general. -Even here 
_ in Culture and AnarchI there are oblique references to the 
weakened Angl1_can position. One of the more humorous of 
-
these allusions was to Dr. Colenso. Colenso was a Cambridge 
mathematician iibo subsequently became bishop of Natal. He 
appears to have been rairly successful in improving the con-
ditions of the natives t-here, _but. bis attempts at teaching 
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describes these results in this way: ''[colens,£' had set 
out to convert the heathen and found to his dismay tba·t 
- -----
th~ __ heathen ha_g converted bim. • • • 0 o lens o had made him-
self prof_i~ t~nt i11 "th~- _0µl_1.1__, tQpgy_e ____ JUlQ ____ b_a_g __ .J:tugaged the 
help of some intelligent natives to translate the Bible 
into their difficult language. But the intelligent natives 
began to ask questi9ns~ With their natural interest in 
wild life, they wanted to know how Noah bad managed to get~ 
all the animals and all the necessary fodder into the ark 
wi-th him. It was a simple question, but it checked Colenso. 
• • • He equivocated with his Zulu friends, sent ~or books, 
found that the· apologists for the ordinary view were un~ \ · 39 
satisfactory." 
Colenso then began to examine the rirst five books o~ 
the Old Testament, using as tools his own mathematica1 
training, his knot·1ledge of re·cent scientific writings, and 
the methods or certain German Biblical scholars. The re-, 
sult was bis book, ! Critical Examination of' the Pentateuch, 
. 
published in 1862. In this Colenso not only questioned the 
- . 
. . . 
authorship and unity of the Pentateuch, but also contended 
that ~twas not historically true. A great controversy 
.ensued which likewise bad its humorous sides. Samuel 
Wilberforce., for example, observed that Cqlenso quest:1oned· · 
. -~-
' 
.•. 
. __ Moses' _authoI'sbip of the Pentateuch because the 14athematical · 
. 
-
Bishop eotild not ~orgive Moses for having dared to wr~te 
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the "Book of Numb.era." But there was a serious side •. 
----_l,.!..:...... - - ~ --
~-
Col ens o was officially removed from office; however,-~e, 
~ 
refused to accede and a _a_cbism occul!red which was not 
I'eally healed until 1891, eig-nt--years- aft0r bis death. 40 · 
.. ,, -----· - •....... ----- ·-----··-- --- .. 
-~--~ Such 11Je1".)e icbe perils of tl1e intellectual wealmesses in 
nineteentb~century churches. 
,.., 
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.~· --
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However., according to Arnold, the es abllsbed church 
was less vulnerable to such perils than the Nonconformist· 
. 
. 
sects, because tbe broadness of its doctrine allowed it . 
to reconcile to itself di vergen_t positions far more easily 
than could the Nonconformists. 
----- -----·--.--- --- __ ..::.._,..____ . 
Their organization, or lack ~. 
,-
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of it, because of the narrow single-mindedness upon which 
it rested, rendered tbem painfully vulnerable to intel-
~ . 
'( 
lectual attack. 
Arnold felt, then, in view or· all these considera-
tions, that Nonconformity was having a harmful errect: upon 
, its adherents o In another age this might have been dis-
astrous f'or individuals, but not alarmingly detrimental to- . 
the state. But at the time or the writing of Culture and 
\ 
Anarchy tbe emergence of the classes espousing Nonconrorm-
ity to political power was seriously jeopardizing the 
-
state's f~ture. There was, for example, a curious blending 
of religious and secular values. The desire for monetary 
success, which was responsible in large part for the grad·-
. ual progression of the middle and lower classes from po-
litical and social impotence, was producing an efrect upon 
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number· of people it affected rather than by its spiritual 
-
·wortbe To illustrate this a~t .. c:l ~cude Arnold cited vlilliam 
-----
- -
-
...... 
. -1 . . ' .. 
- . 
Hepworth Dixon, a·--ni-neteentb-century journali_st ~~nd_ t~-~ -----~ . . 
----
author of travel books and historical biograp-hies. In 
Dixon's two-volume work, New A.merica, (1867), which deals 
at some length with American religious sects, one finds· 
. ' 
, ample evidence or this,_,quantitative standard. Dixon cited 
' ' 
the Bible as the authority for the Mormon's religious 
observances; then, to prove that this e.utbority l1ad 1:ree·n- ~----
correctly interpreted, he informed .the reader how many_ peo-
·' . , ple accepted it, as if the.greater number that accept and 
are willing to .right for a religious doctrine, the more 
I 
valid 1 t becomes o 4l Notice, for example, Dixon' a admiring 
wonder at the rate or growth and the martial strength of 
the -Mormons: "Thirty-six .. _ years ago, there were six Mor-
··.'.., . --· ._~ ....... 
mons in America, none in England, none in tbe rest of 
Europe; and today (1866) tb·ey 'have ·twenty· thousand saints 
in Salt L~ke .City; four thousand each in Ogden, Provo, and 
Lagan •••• in all not less, perhaps, than two hundred 
thousand followers ••.• All these converts have been 
gathered into this Temple in thirty years. • • • Counting 
them man by man, tbe Saints are alr,eady strong; but the 
' 
returns which are made on paper (so ~requently beyond the 
mark in both churches and armies) stand in their case far 
pelow their actual strength, whether we weigh them in the 
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scale of either temporal or spii?ltual power. O~her men 
may be counted by beads; these men must be counted by heads 
~nd hearts, for every saint is at once a. priest and a 
~ ____ ........ ~. -~~ . 
-
---- - -... -,,--- -r·- -- . --·- --
-- .· 
J • 
· _-s_o l d ie_r; the whole Mormon population being trained alike. 
-· 
-· to· controversies of 'the spirit and of the flesh. Every 
male adult has a thought in his brain, a revolver in his 
. ( 42 belt., a rifle in his bando" But one need not go beyond 
the passage Arnold reproduces in Culture and Anarchy to 
discover the thrust of Dixon's observations: "Is it an 
answer that these Saints are dupes and fanatics? Nothing 
is easier than ·to laugh at Joe Smith and his church; but 
what then? The great raot remains. Young and his people 
are at Utah, a church of two hundred thousand souls; an 
army of' twenty thousand rif'les."43 
Likewise, the middle class, as it always had, tended 
-to regard financial success as a sign of moral probity. 
Thus, Arnold·c1ted the suicide ofa nondescript man-named 
Smith who·, according to the newspaper accounts of his death, 
was plagued by a 9uai fear: that he would fail in business 
, 
--- --------
-·--- ~ - . - -- ____ __,_ --- -
,,. 
-
and that be would be condemned to an eternity of suffer-
ing.44 The harm tbat such a rigid, materialistic code 
could bring to society need hardly be discussed-~ 
------
If there is still some doubt about the accuracy or 
. -~--·--
Arnold's general observations, the reader might look to 
the poets and social critics of the time. Here is a whole 
line of sensitive, inte~ligent, articul~te men from the -. 
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. Romantics~ and Carlyle, through ~~!!_old, to Ruskin, the p~~---=-__ 
.. -
1 
· Raphaelites and Pater, all demanding a change in the di-
. h5 
/rection in which society was-prQ_gressingo ' Examine even!! 
_ "~~~ -~--·----~the monuments which-- ~he age erected to itself o 
-
-- -
Ex:hibition of 1851, planried. by Prince Albert to be a glo-
--
rif ioa tion of industrial England, was in fact a garish com-
~~moration of an age w~icb valued tasteless ornamentation 
and glittering geegawso The exhibits were material symbols 
of the popular faith in mechanical contrivances with little 
~-, 46 
re.gard t:or ei tber beauty or unity. The Prince himself 
---·· - designed a ce~te·rp1ece :ror tbe occasion, 
.~-
, ...... 
~-~- - _4_ -- ~-- -----~------- --- -. ---- ;.i -- -.~-.-- -- ~. ---
which arrayed upon ornate pedestals the 
Queen 9 s favorite dogs~ modeled from life, 
together with a dead bare, a caged rat, 
and the remains of a dead one 9 tbe actual 
tokens of happy buntingo Prince Albert bad 
clearly "gone to nature n; yet he had .n10.de no 
attemp"t to deceive: the dogs 011 the pedestals 
--were obviously nqt really dogs, since the 
metal of which tbey·were molded could not be 
"mistal{:en for that i1bicL1 it pro-resse& to · 
imitateo n In any other i-nateria.1 9 too 
~----
- - --~ 
_ r -
direct an imitation of nature might have 
been misleading, for, es a popular 
·aestbetician explained;) ntbe perfect 
-- -- . ---~---~-----------
reproduction of the f ol?n1 v1ould lead to 
------ ,,. __ .. 
!:~:~~s n!~r n~e;i!~f' ~~a~~e t~:bf ~~~o!~:~7 ·· · ·· ·- ------------------ ---
r ~ 
• I • 
•' 
-·--To be sure, although one might also wonder about the pro-
_,_ 
-
prie~f~f the placing of,tbe "tokens of happy hunting." A 
wide,yariety of aesthetically pleasing creations or a like 
.,. .• --~-·•--c.-- ... _ 
stamp was a+so on display at the Exhibiti9n,for all to be-
~:,--j 
hold_and-appreciate. 
. --
An ex~nation of the prominent writers of the per1-od 
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who approved of tbe dY-rection civilization was taking 1n-no 
way mitigates these impressions. Thomas Babington.Macaulay 
-
was one of the most widely read popular wri t_ers of' the can-
- --~ury. -· Enco:mi~~-EJ-_ 9~_Vict9_:ri_aI1 _civi-11-zat~on., ··indus~rial -pro---. - · 
--
:::; __ _ 
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-gres~, and individual ~nitiative~ and crit~cisms of- govern-
mental interference pervade bis work; the following, a por-
tion of his reply to Southey1 s_criticisms of industrializa-
tion as 1:?eing injurious to humanity, is representative: 
.. 
If we were to prophesy that in the year 1930 
.a population of rifty millions, better fed, -
clad· and lodged than the English of our time, 
will cover these islands, tbat Sussex and 
Huntingdonsbi1:,e i--1ill be liveal thier than tl1e 
wealthiest parts of the West Riding of York-
shire nov? are o o o that machines constructed 
on principles yet undiscovered will be in 
every house~ that there will be no highways 
put railroads, no traveling but by stearn, · 
·that our debt, vast as it seems to us» will 
appear to our great~grandchildren a trifling 
encumbrance wbicb might easily be paid off in· 
a year ~B two, many people would think us 
insane o L!-
He continues in the same vein with the assertion that al-
s 
though be will make no such prophecy, a change of similar 
nature took place between 1720 and 1830. His materialistic .. 
... 
reply to spiritual questionings, -so typical of the preoc-
cupations throughout his writings, an~ so readily accepted 
·;.i 
" . 
ll- ·------
__ -. ______ · _J?-Y his readers, certainly tends to confirm the description 
, .. 
,-•· 
,;i. 
;~c, 
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which Arnold gave of that peculiar blendfltlg o·f religion and 
·""' industry • 
Arne-ld's personal religious convictions were intimately 
connecteq wit_b his overall · approach to society, culture, .and 
. i -- ' 
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---~- Buman development, and they- will become more_ comprehensible -
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,_ ·r --. 
wben studied in conjunction 1r1i th his observations on poli-
tics. Arnold ~1as obviously Qpposed to the unenlightened. · 
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insularity t"1hic h characterized muc b or Vic tori an rel1g1-on~;= - --~~~~-~ :. .. 
His position was that of a religious liberal who was ac-
quainted with the new methods of Biblical scholarship and 
believed that religion could at this time be best approached 
by the judicious utilization of these methods.- His respect 
for Ernest Renan, who~.he characterized as "a frierid of 
reason and the simple natural truth of' things, ,t49 serv.es to 
illuminate bis attitude. Renan (1823-1892) was a French 
philosopher and orientalist who left the Roman Church after 
studying for the religious life because he found that 
- ~ Catholicism wa~ restricting the free activity of bis mind. 
I 
) 
His opposition to Benthamism, his belief that spiritual 
"•. 
developmet1t t1a.s the most important of man• s aetivi ties, and 
bis religious liberalism endeared him to Arnold.50 
Arnold's liberalism even led him to suggest that.the 
exact nature of a man!s religious convictions are relatively 
unimportant as long as they assist his total development: 
''What is alone and always sacred and binding .fQ~ __ Jnan _ is the 
_making of progress toward bis total perfection; _and the 
mactrin-ery by which he does this varies in value accozading 
as it helps him to do it. 1151 Such an assertion was hardly 
the only startling feature of his connnents upon religion. 
·•;'' 
In contrast to the widely expressed belief' that religio~: _ -
' 
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_____ _ alone brings man to per:rection, Arnold maintained that 1 t, · --~------: ___ :__ __ . __ ~---
was only one instrument for man's perfection because it 
• 
improves only one side· of him, whereas cultu-re-----to be dis-
_____;_~----
._ ... _ .. 
. . . ·~· 
,,, 
' •· 
cussed presently--because it con-tributes to the de_-v~lopment -
of the whole man is superior to religion: 11Bu-t, finally, 
perfection--as culture, from a thoroughly disinterested 
study-of human nature and human experience learns to con-
ceive 1t--1s a harmonious expansion of all the powers which 
.make tbe beauty and worth or human nature, and is not con-
sistent with.the over-development of any one power at the 
expense of the rest. Here culture goes beyond religion, ·SS 
religion is generally conceived by us."52 Although Arnold 
was certainly influenced to some extent by the Erastian 
belie.fs of his father, a logical mind worklng;1 rr.om this 
\ ' 
---- -~-----_ ___, 
' 
·-
. --.. 
i 
. - , 
point with the belief that the state is responsible for ~ 
the culture of its citize~s could easily reach his con-
clusion that __ religion should be established and supervised 
by tbe state. 
Any discussion of Arnold's religious position as it ~ 
is presented in Culture and Anarchx would be incomplete 
without reference to the often quoted Bi_shop Thomas Wilson 
---.... ' 
--.---- ---
- /' 
- • :J __ ,_ . 
-
--------- _____ . ____________ .._ ___ . 
. - -,. 
'(1663-1755). Wilson was an Anglican clergyman who became 
bishop of Sodor'and Man in 1697, and remained so until bis 
death. He was known and respected for the strictne~s or 
bis ecclesiastical discipline, his unflagging attempts to+ 
L improve the moral state of his flock, his warm humanity and-
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__ _:_:___~~----- -tolerance, and his religious writings, f'rom two of which, 
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Sacr~ Privata and Maxims o~ ?ieti and Christianity, Arnold 
53 6 quoted in _Culture and Ana.rcby.:o 
-
-. 
--His relevance to Arnold' s----point----of view is two~fold. 
--:---- . 
-- ----
First, he WQ.S a representative of the established church, a 
clergyman, who projected a warm urbanity mixed with intel-
ligent broad-nrl.ndedness. Thus, Arnold quotf)d his ;remark 
about the necessity not only of following one's convictions 
but also of assuring oneself that these· are tbe best be can 
form: "Firstly, never go against the best light you have; 
· 54 
~econdly, take care that your light be not darkness." 
Secondly, the~e are the political undertones of Wilson's 
writings» which certainly must have accounted for part of 
Arnold's high reconnnendation. Arnold was part1cularly 4 
disturbed by the popular political demonstrations or the 
sixties which be ;came to regard as manif'estations of ntbe 
dis~ased spirit 1 oi' {tbi/ time."55 JQhn Dover Wilson says 
Arnold was so greatly disturbed by these demonstrations that· 
be emphasized the importance or state control in Culture 
and Anarcb_y more than be did in any other worko 5b Although 
such a position might not be comfortably tenable in the 
.. 
light of an examination o:r some of Arnold's writings_at 
57 
otbe~p· times, there can be 11 ttle doubt thats he wa,s greatly 
disturbed tba~ the anarchy of spirit was translat~ng itself 
into acto Large~scal~ public demonstrations which often 
. . 
e-ulminated in violation of' the -law worried him, and be _ 
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o~t'1c1al!lj in ·repressing anarchy and d~so-rder; because with:· 
i..• . 
out order there can. be no socie-ty, and _without soe-1-e-ty --
there can be no bu..rnlll:l perfection. n58 · - - --=--- .. _ - _ 
·----~-
. , 
' 
- - - - -----
- ~ 
One cari-·understand~ therefore, why Arnold~ might be ·· - ,· 
attracted to a book like Wilson's Maxims in wbicn ideas 
like the dangers of civil disturbance and the necessity of 
• 
order and or the individual's recognizing his place in 
society and staying in it are prominent. Wilson is quite 
specific about a man's duty to remain in his place in 
society: 0 Every man's condition in life is appointed by t·he 
,' 
wisdom of God, and no man ought to wish it otherwise than 
it is; nor can he do ·it without taxing God with inju~tice. "59 
Even though some of Wilson's religious pronouncements strike 
--
one as rather liberal, his admonitions on the individual's 
---. 
obligation to endure outward~ social misrortune and priva-
tion with the desire to apply these to his spiritua~ better-
ment are almost medieval in tenor. 
-- --- ·------------ ·-- --- -----· --
He devoted much space, 
·--- . 
. .. 
~·· 
. 
-------~t---: .. 
for example, to the trials and temptations of the rich; 
poverty, on the other hand, is so far from being an unhap-
piness that it is a security against temptation to greater 
60 
sins to which the rich are exposed. The Christian must 
take care to practice the duties of his station 'and condi-
tion; he must be patient·· in adversity, content in pove~ty ,--
bumble in prosperity., ".forgiving when at variance., watchful 
~ 
in the Dµ.dst of temptation, and unwilling to cause ·vexation 
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or go to the· 1aw. _ It -is, then, hardly surprising that 
Arnold during this time of personally disturbing social un-
rest i1ould be attracted to such v1riting over a-nd--a-bove its J 
I 
-
~ 
spiritual con te~t, -hardly unusue.l ·that be woura· think a man----,-.-------- :~ 
. -Who would counsel his readers.9 11 He thacc- is convin_Qed by a 
lawful authority is convinced by reason; for reason bids us, 
62 
in many cases, to submit to the determination of authority," 
~ 63 
a man blessed with ardor, unction, bonestY,, and good sense. 
Turning to economics, one discovers that Arnold bad 
little to say in Culture and Anarchy_ about the most promi-
nent eco~omic experts. Bentham, be remarked wbile comment-
ing upon the dangers of systems and their builders, was the 
type of man, "who has the real merit of1t-- having early and .---\ 
strongly felt and helped the new current, but who brings 
\._ 
plenty or narrowness and mistakes of his own into his feel-
64 
·~ ing and help of it." Arnold's only direct mention of' 
Benthamism was to the effect that it was "an inadequate 
C r,. ' 
. 65 
conception of the religious side of man." _ .... - .. --". -· -
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However, for the contemporary proponents of the nine-
·teenth-century blend of rationalistic utilitarianism and 
materialism Arnold bad unmitigated scorn. The fanatical 
pursuit_ of free trade, the poli tica.l aspects of t~rbich will 
b~ discussed shortly, was tb~ pri~ary object of his criti-
cism, but act~ally he_viewed. the demand for free trade as 
"" \ 
merely representative of the many economic principles which 
bad been originally abstract and hypothetical, but which 
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- their suppor~e-~s oontinue·d to defend w1 th such fervor that 
_they came to be re·garded as absolute laws. 
-
--
-~ --sort as if they were self=-acting lalvs 1r1bich 1-1111 put -tbem-
-----~------------ ---------. 
--
. se-1ves-- into operation t,,,i thout trouble or planning on our 
part, if we w~ll only pursue·free-trade, business, and 
66 population zealously and staunchly." - Repeatedly Arnold 
linked economics ~1th the prevailing intellectual approach; 
of the time: "In short, it turns out that our pursuit of 
free-trade, as of so many 0th.er things, has been too 
. . 67 6 
mechanical." _ ., 
,· 
Robert Buchanan (1841-1901), a minor poet and jour-
.A nalist of the time, smarted under Arnold's lash because he_ 
was a representative of this v~ry attitude; he looked upon 
overpopulation and the resultant privations suffered as a 
rather beautirul working out of divine law. Buchanan is 
r • 68 
chiefly remembered, when at all, for his v~etry, but some 
of his __ prose critic ism is still read_., most notably his at-
-=-~--=------~--~-~=-=-----~---~--- ----------·------------ ---
. ' 
tack on Rossetti in the Contempora!'Y Review in 1871, in an 
69 
article entitled "The Fleshly School of' PoetryGn There 
_was ~a good d~al of ill reeling between Buchanan and Arnold 
at the time of the writing of Culture and Anarchz. This 
--
seems to have originate4 with Buchanan's belief that Arnold 
was the aµthor of some criticism of his poetry appearing 
anonymously __ -in the contemporary periodicals. Buchanan re-
taliate(i by- attaeking -Arnold's poetry and- his statements :in --
--~ 
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the installments or Culture and ~a~cht appearing in Corn-
bill on the necessity of controlling population, which were 
obviously_ t~n qpposi tion to Buchanan's vie'v'1 on "Divine 
,.;, 
philoprogeni ti veness. 11 Snarled ,Buchanan, "I -call Mr. Arnold 
--- a thin egotist, faintly inflated with intellectuality .- • • 
he is a trifler, a theorist, who has only halr lived, and 
therefore sees only one side of human li~e and thought.n70 
In view of such differences of opinion and of tbe vitriolic 
style which Buchanan employed to direct attention to them, 
the only notable feature of Arnold's retorts was that Buchan-
an. escaped as ligbt-ly as be did. 
Arnold was not, of course, opposed to British indus-
try, progress, or·the increased use of machinery, coal, or 
railways-~elements which become almost thematic in Culture 
and Anarchy by their repetition. Rather he was opposed to 
following "each of' these things in a mechanical manner, as 
an end in and for itself'."71 He objected to the mentality 
.wnich made a hideous truss factory the symbol of British 
I 
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civilization and employment therein the goal to which young) 
men should aspire. And further he abhorred the situation 
which the blind pursuit of industrial excellence and me·-
cbanic al lat-rs was creating, "such a multitude of: miserable, 
sunken, and ignorant human beings, that to carry them all 
along with us is impossible, and perforce they must for the 
most part be left by us in their degradation and wretched- -
· - n 72 
ness. . And, finally, he was_ opposed to such an attitude 
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because 1 t refused to see "how 1 tLeach mecban1c·a1 pursuig 
is related to the whole intelligible law of things and to 
full human perfection, or to treat it as the piece of 
machinery, of varying val\1e-as -1-ts relati~ori's--to--tbe 1-n-------~~~--
telligible law of things vary,- which it really is. 11 73 
What remedy., then.,· did Arnold propose? His answer 
was simple: culture. 
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The Heart of the Matter 
-~ Throughout this p~per it has been implied that the 
bas-1c trends discussed; d.iscontent, change, phil·osophical 
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conf-lio _t, are best seen as -they manifested themselve~ in 
the political situation. Since Culture and Anarch~ was 
directed primarily totvard society and politics, Arnold 1 a 
suggestions fo1') imp~ovement · are most clearly understood -
when they are related to these areas; in addition, of 
course, the wealalesses and strengths of his argument, as 
well as its -deep involvement in the intellectual currents 
of the time, are most evident here. 
First, an understanding of society as Arnold desc~ibsd 
' . it is necessary. Arnold saw society as divided into tbree 
general classes which be calls Barbarians, Philistines, and 
•\ 
Populace merely for ease of designation, be says whimsically. 
Hi-s procedure then was to provide a definition of each of 
,f' .' 
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·these groups and to illustrate it by citing individuals who 
represented the mean, the excess, and the defect of the 
characteristics of each group, although in fact be men-
tioned only himself and several fictional characters as 
illustrations of the defect since --he .felt that it would be 
unfair to so single out any individual. 
With tongue very far in cheek ·Arnold proceede~ to ex-
. plain that Barbarian was the name which be bad given to the 
aristocracy because it- so resembled '\;he Teuto.nic tribes who 
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re~~vigorated enervated Europe after the collapse of the 
Roman.empire. Both the members of;these tribes and of the 
- ------------ ·--
. English aristocracy were staunchly ··individualistic, hand~---·-
- - ----------~----
---s-om e in bearing, ,and possessed of a love of -·ou-td-oor ac~ 
~Li' 
tivities; their spirit, courage, and self~confidence render-
ed them well suited to be leaders during certain periods of 
trial. As representative of the mean of this.group Arnold 
l 
------··--·----- --·- -- -c1 ted Lord Elcho • Lord 'Elcho, subsequently Earl of Wemyss, 
2 
was a member'of the House of Lords from Peebles in Scotland. 
He wa-s descended from a tiTell-1rnoim aristocratic line; a 
close relative of his, a former Lord Elcho, David Wemyss by · 
name, was one or Prince Charlie's lieutenants in his abor-
tive attempt to regain the crown in 1745. 3 Tbe Elcho of 
Culture and Anarc.h;r~ achieved no su.cb pttominence; he was re-
sponsible f'or the introduction of some minor legislation,4· 
'but beyond that his name hardly appears in modern histories 
,----------0-f---t-he-----nine-tee-nt-b----een-tu-ry--.---------T-he·---one-----e-xee-p-ti-on--·i·s·---El-c-ho-'·-s 
-~----··- .-,----- _-.·7 :---~ 
speeches against the Ref orra Bill of' 1867. He was vigor-
ously opposed to a reform which would extend the vote 'to 
many more people and as a result found himself the member 
of a group of anti-reformers who were humorously dubbed 
-· --· 5 
\..-• 
Adullamites by John Bright. Doubtles_s Elcbo 1 a_ opposition 
-brought him to Arnold's attention and suggested to Arnold a 
that be possessed all .the attributes necessary to repres~_nt _,. ·, 
the aristocratic mean. He was ·a quiet, relatively _inactive· 
aristocrat who was roused to ~ct1v1ty only by a threat to 
·~ 
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-the status quo and brought to public attention- as the mem--
ber of a group subject to some popular derision because of 
-its opposition to change merely becau~e it was change. 
--
Unfortunately, Apnold con_tinued; not all the Barbar-
---
. -1ans illustrated Ercbo's happ_y mean. Some, like Sir Thomas 
,. 
Bateson; represented-the excess of aristocratic virtues. 
6 
Bateson was a member of Lords from Devizes. Apart from 
-:_ .. ' . 
. . . 
I • • 
bis speeches against reform ¥1 wb-ich, f'ar more acidulously 
than Elcho, he ascribed to the lowe~ classes all manner of 
-
vile intention including the desire to emasculate the 
aristocracy, be appears to have left little to stir the 
' 7 
memory or posterity. 
In his general description of tbe Barbarians and in 
the particular illustrations which he provided, Arnold 
noted one glaring failure, "an insufficiency of light.,"8 
\ I 
,' 
that is, a lack of broad intellectuality, an imperviousness 
; 
- ; ; ~- ~ - -
,- ,. I • 
' ··.. •. 
:,,. .( 
., 
l 
- ~ ........ . 
.I· 
/~ % ·new ideas. The aristocrats ·were suited to _:rule w-};le~-~----- ----~-
forceful, if rather unenlightened,. authority was required, 
which, in addition to, guiding the people in the traditional 
paths, could furnish an example of grace, physical courage 
1 ~ and pro1'1essJI and good looltso But in times of radical change 
the Barbarians were found wanting. 
J<:' 
Unable to'( adapt their 
ways of thinking to the new modes, they could only, like 
- ----- -...... ........_ __ 
. ' 
Elcho and Bateson, blindly struggle against the changes 
using tbe very qualities which so ennobled their rule- in 
other times. 
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-;Arnold's second category was the Philis.tines, com-
prised of the middle classes and some few of tbe more af-
-----;;- ----c;c •. =-~-'---~---fluent of the laboring classes o He chose the term Phil-
-· 
-
istine to denote "them because it 0 gives the notion of 
something partic~larly stiff-necked and perverse in the 
resistance to ~ight and its children;- and therein it 
'"-
spec 1 a 11 y suits our middle class, who not only do not 
" pursue sweetness and light., but ivbo -even prefer to them 
that sort o? machinery of business, chapels, tea-meetings, 
.. _ _____ _ _ __ ____ · and addresses· fr9m Mr. Murphy, which makes up the dismal 
• 
.., 
·-·-:· 
-·"."··-.··r 
- , 9 
- and illiberal life on w_hich I have so o.ften touched. 11 
. ,· 
• ./ 
Thus, the Philistines were the representatives of' Calvin-
istic Noncon.formity whom Arn·*1.d had so frequently re-
,.._;, 
proached f'or their blind self-satisfaction in their own 
~piritual impoverishment and their unshakeable trust in 
the efficacy and totality of certain ·mechanical rules. As 
--
ill us tra tions of the mean of this class, of those qualities 
by which its members succ.eeded in their impressive works 
_of f'ree trade, Parlia;mentary reform, and individualistic, 
industrial achievement Arnold selected Jacob Bright and 
10 Mr. Tho1nas Bazley o Both displayed middle class traits 
but very little more. Jacob was the brother of- the il-
lustrious John Bright; to be discussed further on; Jacob 
cast a very small shadow beside Jobn' s towering one. He 
was a-Quaker of a moderate stamp, took control of his 
father's cotton :rac tory when be came of age, _.and -1-at~r 
,l' 
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~ became a Member of Parliament representing Manchester be-
ll ~ tween 1867 and 1874. Thomas Bazley's biography is ~ • 
f 
--------;/-· similarl-y··amenable to succinct sul11Dlaryo Bazley ivas a 
------- •- - --
-. _ -_ p·rominent r1an9hes·t-er-·--co t~con-spj.nner who·· served for a time------
- , __ ,.. 
-
as the chairman of the I'1anchester Chamber ot Connnerce and 
wbo was knighted in 1869.12 
Arnold regarded Mr. George Murphy and his colleague 
Rev. Cattle as representative of the excesses of th~ mid-
dle class. Murphy was a self~appointed anti-Catholic 
lecturer who created a considerable amount or disturbance 
in England during 1867, and 1868, by his lectures 1:p Birming-
ham, Lancashire, and the surrounding midland area. Arnold 
referred in Culture and Anarch&! to portions of Murphy's 
speeches in which he spoke of alleged dangers of Romanism 
in the most abusive and inrlammatory language and in the 
next breath 
citizen to 
protection 
demanded from the autbori ties his righ 1ts as a \ 
speak freely anywhere and·to be provided with 
· 13 by the state •. Typical or these lectures was 
bis assertion that he would prove that uevery Popish priest· 
was a murderer, a cannibal, a liar., and a pickpocket." ·so 
provocative was be that his appearances were generally at-
tended by extensive and protracted riots causing damage to 
person and property which the local police were virtually 
powerless to prevent. The. Rev. Cattle was one of ~u~pby's 
cohorts, an almost rorgotten Wesleyan minister who served 
--- . ---~ 
.. ) 
· as chairman to ~rphy.' s -~eatings of June 16-18 in Birzning-
, 14 ···1 
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Two other men whom Arnold considered Philistines de-. 
~-----'·-----~--- _: , .. 
-~ ~-- ·-- -~ .. -
• t 
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--
-s 
serve mention here. The first is John Arthur Roebuck (1801-
IB7-9), a min·or yet very act:tve politician of the period. 
--- -- ·Roebuck entered the Hous-e--of - Commons in 1832, vrbere he 
, _______ .... 
brought his name -to the attention of the public by acti v..; 
ities like his support of the Crimean War and of the move-
ments for Parliamentary reform. However, his willingness 
to lavish unalloyed praise upon the condition or England 
moved Arnold to include him in Culture and Anarch:yo Al-
though Roebuc~ had come to Parliament with the avowed in-
tention of allying himself witb no class or party, his 
outspoken Benthamism and his repeated expressions of ap-
probation for the Englishman's ability to do as he liked 
~ 
linked him w:l th the .middle-class 'tihigs and made him a 
•. 
humorously vulnerable target for Arnold's sallies.t5 His 
encomiums on English greatness based on English ~reedom 
appeared particularly misplaced when Arnold juxtaposed 
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· them with descriptions of the suf:rering. and turmoil this 
, ____ . 
_.,.,,-- -- --,__ 
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freedom produced. 
Another Philistine to f~el the sting of Arnold's lash 
was Robert Lowe (1811-1892). A far more active and promi- _ 
___ ..... -
·--. __ _ 
nent pol!-ticifi-n than Roebuck, Lowe entered the House of 
Connnons in 1852, as a representative for Kidderminster,· after ·,· 
seven years in the New South Wales Legislative Council, and 
was still there in 1867, but sitting for Calne instead since_ 
the borough of Kidderminster had been dissolved in 1859. In 
-- S--
. ._ 
that smne year Lowe- -bad accepted- the position of' ·vice'· 
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president of the Conmiittee of Council on Education which be 
, ..... -.. 
retained until 1864. 
' 
Lowe's transgressions, as Arnold would detail them, 
-
-~ -
. 
tion in. Culture and Anarchy;. it was Lowe's submission to 
Parliament in 1862, of the so-called "Revised Code. 11 ~ The 
provisions of this code had some complexity which need not 
- concern us here. Its overall effect after Parlia.men tary 
,• 
wrangling and compromise was to alter the existing system 
or governmental support ror privately owned schools. No 
longer would the grants be given without condition; now 
the reception of part or the stipend would be contingent 
upon each school's students' showing imp~ovement in their 
subjects o:f study. Arnold was harshly and openly cr~i t1c·a.1 
of this code because it measured learning by the same 
materialistic standards which :were demeaning so many areas_ 
of Epglish civilization and because it consequently changed 
84 . 
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mentor in the cultural development of the children to that 
of awe-inspiring examiner·of their progress. 16 
Lowe's second major error was his narrow-minded e;bam-
.... ---· 
pioning or the middle class. He was convinced that the 
.. 
Philistines were in need of no improvement; in addition, 
since they were so superior to the rest of society, and 
especially to the lower classes, it was imperative that 
·they retain as much control over the government as was 
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possible. Thus, any Parliamentary reform which would 
-diminish their p·ower was a perilous underta~ing., and for 
this-reason he opposed the movement toi~1ard reform in J.666-
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-~- - 67. During-tb~---~-9~rse of a speech against the reform b111---~~--~~=~ ----------· - ----- - -~-
- -
on March 13., __ 1866.9 in Parliament Lowe made the following 
injudicious remarks against the lower classes to which 
Arnold referred several times in Culture, and Anarchy: 11 !.f 
you want venality, if you v1ant ignorance, if you want_ 
drunkenness and racility for being intimidated; or if, on 
the other hand, you want impulsive, unreflecting and vio- ·~ -
lent people, where do you look for them in the constit-
uencies? Do you go to the top or to the bottom? ••• We I 
know wba t those persons are who ··11 ve in small bouses--we 
have had experience of them under the ·name of 'freemen'--
and no better law, I think., could have been passed th.an 
that which disfranchised them altogetber."17 Nowhere that 
John Bright spoke. in his popular campaign f.'or Parliamentary 
; 
( 
... ~ ....... ~ ·--· ,--· . -· 
re_r<?~ did he fail to quote the§J3_ words_ to ___ bis~he_are_rs, __ -and~,-----~-------~ 
Lionel Trilling is probably correct in asserting that noth-
~ 
~ ing Bright himself could have said so helped his cause as 
- -- . they did. 
18 
~ The debates of March 13 hold one more point of inter-
est for students of Culture and Anarcpz, John Bright's 
.famous ncave of Adullam" speecb 9 in which he likened one 
of the leaders o~ the opposition to reform to tbe Hebrew· 
cbier David when be retreated to the cave o~ Adullam and 
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_ "gathered around him there everyone who was distressed or 
-
discontented, as the Bible story goes, during a time of,· 
. 
extreme trial. Bright then proceeded to suggest that 
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David, and Lowe worked so closely together that they-were 
"like the Scotch terrier that was so covered with bai-r that 
you could not tell which was the bead and which was the 
· tail. "19 The speech was so devastatingly apt that the 
·· epithet Adullamites stuck to the opponents of reform until 
long after the re:Corm bill i~as passed. March 13 was hardly 
20 a red banner day for Robert Lowe. 
The middle class, as Arnold presented it, was there-
fore hardly more impressive than the Barbarians. At their· 
best ·the Philistines resembled Mr. Bazley, a quiet indus-
trialist whose success was gradually making him a supporte~ 
of the status quo. At something less than their best they 
.. 
were guilty o~ the blind partisanship of Lowe, the unen-
·l-1-ghte-ned----Ben·t·bami·sm-----of -·-·Roe-buck-,·-·or----·tb·e··--re-l-i-g:i~o~-s-·-:f-ana-t-i-ei-sau ..---..,...,..--.,..-,--'-----I 
of Murphy. As a class they manifested one common trait: a 
V 
. 
narrow self-interest which prevented their placing society's 
needs above their own desireso 21 
Tbe Populace., Arnold' s third ca te·gory, comprised o:f the 
-
laboring classes, was the last class to arise to political 
p·ower; ·1 t was aware of 1 ts tardiness and o:f tbe sudden 
... 
s-trength this very awareness was bestowing upon it. Arnold 
selecteo Ge~rge Odger, -- a Lo:pdon shoema~~r, as· the repre-
;• ' \ 
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sentative of the mean or working class virtues. Odger was 
a prominent and popular public speaker, a member of a re-
specJca.ble ""crade union., and a:: champion of Parliamentary re_-
87 
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: ~form. Arnold singled him ·out :for pr-a·1-s·e·-1:rec-au_-se 1~n- his- ---=_ =_::_~_= __ ===:==:~~-- - -
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- capacity as public speaker and trade unioni~t he had never · 
been responsible for the· excesses caused by the activities 
sponsored by men like Charles Brad-laugh and Edmond Beales, 
22 Arnold 1 s evaluation of whom is considerably lo~rer. . Beales 
was a graduate or Cambridge, a barrister, and a crusader 
for the rights or the lower classes. President or the Re-
i'·orm League founded in January of 1865, be was considered 
by Arnold to have been largely responsib.le for the Hyde -~ 
. -- ~ 23 ~ 
Park riots to be discussed presently. Arnold held the 
organizer of a popular demonstration responsible ror any 
resulting breaches of the peace or the law however laudabie 
his original motivation, hence bis critici~m of Beales. 
Charles Bradlaugb shared the guilt as one of. the leaders of 
,, 
the ___ g_a the ring ·--wtii-c1i----·c-uimina·te·a---·· 1n --t 11·e·--Hyae··-··Parlc ____ deo·iic·1e., ---·but __ 
he differed from Beales in that be appears to have been more·· 
outspokenly radical and to have gloried in the opprobrium 
which attached to him as a.result. Unlike Beales be did 
not come from a moderately comfortable middle class family, 
nor did he graduate from a university; indeed, his youth 
. 
was fraught with trials and privations, and be finally was 
rorced to support himselr by acting as an agitator and a 
lecturer on topics ranging from the authenticity or the 
-- ! __ ,,--- ... ,.. -
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Bible to the· causes o:f the French Revolution. Altb.,ougb he 
,. . 
. . 
seemed to enjoy the turmoil be created, witness bis ple~sure 
-~t being branded -an atheist on the basis o'f his speeches 
-- - __ _, ____ - ---- .. 
____ against Christianity, -there can be -little .doubt tbat be was 
-
~ 
sincerely concerned about the poor of Englando llevertheless., · 
bis attacks upon Christianity, bis extremely republican pol-
itics., his apparent demagoguery., and finally his participa-
tion in tbe Hy~e Park riots ea~ily placed.him on Arnold's 
24 list of undesirables. . 
Any survey of Arnold's discussion of the Populace would 
be incomple~e without mention of John Bright. Bright, the 
son or a middle-class cotton spinner who came to be the out-~~ 
standing champion of lower-c~ass en.franchisem~nt and one of' 
,, the two greatest parliamentary orators of t be century, was·-
regarded by Arnold himself as "a man of genius /ybiJ tends 
,· ; 25 
to take himself out of the category of class altogether." 
Nevertheless, in spite of Arnold's high assessment of 
_.,...........-~----------···-··· ··---·--·. 
. - .. ·. ··~··-···--·-·--··-·- ------ ----- __ ,.... ---- ----~~---------- ----·- --- ---· .. -·-· ·--------·-------------·-------~--------~-~----·-------------
--.:..· -
-
L 
Bright's abilities, they were hardly friends. In C·ul ture 
and Anarchy Arnold'ref_erred to.Bright's attack on the pro-
ponents of vacuous culture, and he cri~icized Bright in turn 
for pandering to the laboring classes by praising their 
material accomplishments and thus leading thern to beli-eve 
- 26 
that nothi·ng else was required of: them. 
As one seeks the cause of their disagreement, one ap-
proaches the inevitable question of the accuracy and just-
-·-- . 
ness or Arn-old' s remarks in Culture and Anarchy. G. M • 
....... ...... 
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~revelyan in his biography of Bright suggests that Arnold's -. 
-
- -- ____ -
------
------- -
.. 
hostility to Bright was due to the fact that the latter was 
-
- a·L>i-ssenter and bad-:never attended Oxford; Trevelyan con-
_________ .. ______ ,~,.-,, ......... ··'.·---
tends that rather than failing t-0-u-ndersta·nd ·the doctrines_ 
' ~ -
of ~weetness and light, Bright was one of the first to teach 
tbem. 27 If' one examined the following excerpt from a speech 
.. Bright made at Glasgow in 1866 without knowledge of its 
.,. 
author, be might easily attribute it to Arnold: "But jus-
.. 
tice • impossible from a class. J.S It is more certain and 
... 
easy from a nation; and I believe we can only reach the 
1 
depths of ignorance and misery and crime in this country 
by an appeal to the justice, the intelligence, and the vir-
tues of the entire people ••• The class which has hitherto 
ruled in the country bas failed miserably. It revels in 
power and wealth, whilst at its feet, a terrible peril for 
its ruture, lies the multitude which it bas neglectect1~ If 
a c1ass has .failed, let us try the ilation. 1128 But Arnold 
" 
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' recognized and gave mention to Brigbt 1 s ability, and be 
treated Bright with some respect. Thus, it seems unfair. 
to scold Arnold as ir be condemned everything Bright ever 
said or did without giving it a bea~ing. His criticism was 
- \ that at a time when ·so many of the ·influential people were -- ---·----------- - ----
p~_?ldering to their supporters~ men of Bright's ·talents 
sbt)Uld be seeking to reverse the trend rather than coni'irm- . 
_ing it, that at a time when class division was so pronounced 
. 
an.d popular demonstrations were everyw·bere threatening the 
; 
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established authority, Bright should be striving to unity 
·· and pacify the land· rather than touring the provinces and 
addressing_ enormous mass meetings with speeches in 1-1bich 
; 
any sentiments of sweetness and light were overshadowed by 
- - . -
===--=-
-less noble appeals to popular emotions. Arnold would point 
to the follot1ing passage from the same speech at Glasgow . 
cited above: "I am of the opinion that the rich people of 
a country, invested with po1r1er, and spealring generally for 
the rich people alone, cannot sufficiently care for the 
murtitude and the poor. They are personally kind enough, 
but they do not care for people in the bulk. They have 
-
read a passage in Holy Writ that 'the poor ye have always 
with you,' and therefore they imagine it is a providential 
arrangement that a small section of the people should be 
rich and pov1erful, and that the great mass· of people should 
. 
,. 
be·- hardworking and"poor. It is a long distance fror11 ca·s-
tles, and mansions, and great houses, and abounding lux-
~ . 
---~-------- --uries~--~~·tb_e __ c~~iti~~-~~~~~~~e-~--~~~~~e~~~~ho 
-
-- ----· 
. ..... 
have no property, and too many of whom are always on the 
verge o~ poverty. • • • The rich find everything just as 
they like it. Tbe country needs no reform, there is no 
other country in the world so pl·easant for rich people as 
this country. But I deny altogether that tbe rich alone 
are qualified to legislate for the poor, any more than th·at 
the poor alone would be qua~ified to legislate for tbe 
ri.ch. 1129 An admirer o:f Bright would agree with Trevelyan 
, . 
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"'·· 
that Bright not only understood the doctrines of sweetness 
and light, but he even proclaimed them before Culture and 
- __ Anarchy tvas-publ-isbed. Arnold., on th_eother hand,. i,1ou.ld 
- s_ul:'ely a-rgue_.that this_._speecb, with its sharp emphasis on-_ 
/ 
class distinctions, delivered-before a large gathering of -
the laboring class could do nothing but harm •. .'1 
... 
So tbe conflict still remains, and certainly it will 
not be definitively resolved here. On the one side thePe 
----
; 
was Matt.hew Arnold, an observer of the social scene in his 
t.l 
country wbo believed that he had seen one basic, pernicious 
trend manifesting itself in an alarmingly large portion of 
the lives of bis countrymen and who wrote a book proposing 
an approach, that of culture, which he felt was the only \ 
feasible antidote to tbe poisonous current. In outlining 
7 
this approach be pointed to various events and people th\t 
he saw as arising _from or contributing to this current. 
~. These people who performed these actions might have had ao-
-·- --- -· ·---···- -- --
<J. 
__________ . _c~_t;_,§_bl_e ... go_a..l_s_, ______ bu.t ____ goal,s--ivhic-h--were----limit·ed -··to·---·the---1mprove-
ment or only one segment of society. Arnold felt ~ctions 
---- ----- --
so limited were a disservice to the country at this time. 
· -On the other side there was John Bright, an a·ctivist on the 
social scene who believed that he bad seen injustice done 
to a large body of his countrymen and was attempting to 
rectify it. It is quite possible_ tbat the activities of 
both Arnold and Bright were justi~iable within the context 
-~ 
·----.:- -i. 
__ in which each was op~rating. Whether Arnold 1 s co·ntext was 
·--
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more ·1nclusive than Bright's, possessed of greater s_cope 
and penetration into the entire social pict~re, and thus 
justified bis criticism of Bright; is a decision which the_ 
- --· read:a-r-will have-to make _on the basi-s--of---a-1-1- tbe evidence~ 
- .. ---- - '-----·-------
- !) 
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~resented in this paper. 
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Thus -concludes the brief summary of krnold' a view of 
' . 
the contemporary political situation. The aristocracy 
and the middle classes were in political control; the 
lower classes were becoming more vociferous in their de-
mands for a share in this control and thus threatening 
to upset the equilibrium. Each class distrusted the 
other two; each was prinBrily concerned with its own 
1n1t:erests; each was s.uffering from a narrowness of intel-
. . . lect and perception which rendered its leaders incapable 
of successfully guiding the ship of state in the best 
.;;. interests of all. Even while Culture and Anarchy was 
being composed, the equilibrium was being altered. Ar-
. 
-
nold delivered the 11 Introduc tion," and the first chapter, 
-- -·-· -- ·-· -- - -- ·-- ·- --·- . '-·- ··-·- - . - --· ---·-·- - --- ------ --- -- - -- ----· ·- ---- ---- - - . ·- -- . -· - ·-·-- - ... -- - ---~- --·------ ---~-----~--~---------
11 SWe et n e-s s _____ and --Light, u as his concluding lecture as Prof'es-
s6r of Poetry at Oxford in May or 1867. The second cbapt~r, 
"Doing as One Likes ,·n was not publisraed in Cornhill until 
January-~:of 1868. In the interim, during the sunnner of 
1867., · Pa~liam
1
ent passed a reform bill -v1bicb changed the 
power structure within.the state substantially. An under-
. 
standing of'' the nature of this bill and of certain circum--
- stances attendant· upon its introduction into Parliament is· 
essential to;the comprehension of' Culture and Anarchy • 
.. 
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· A1s early as the beginning of the fi.fties Parlianientary 
reform. was in the air in England. In the preceding twenty 
~---_y~ars various groups., lilre the Chartists and the Anti-Com -
-- - - - - -- --- ---- - ---· 
.. 
--
Law League, _had been ag_i ta ting for the particular goals tl1ey_ 
--~ -·--· ----
.. 
- --- -
- -- -
-desired, btit since there was little unity among the diff~r-
... 
ent organizations, hardly more than a feeling of the need 
for reform was generated. This disunity was still there 
in the fifties, and, in addition, the foreign entangle-
---
- ments, l:tke the Crimean War., in wh .. ich Lord Palmerston as 
·foreign secretary and then as prime minister involved Eng-
land, served to draw popular attention away from domestic 
matters. Nevertheless, the desire for reform gained 
strength; gradually the disparate groups working toward 
various social reforms were able, largely under the guid-
ance of John Bright, to join forces on the question of 
30 Parliamentary ref'orm. The fate of the existing politi-
cal balance was sealed by Palmerston's death in 1865; with~ 
out the distractions be provided, Parliamentary reform was 
~~~~-----
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inevi,table. The adult male population or England and tvales 
numbered over five million; only one million of these were 
allowed to vote. Thus, nearly five out of six adult males, 
-who were·· 1argely from the working classes, were without __ 
the franchise. In addition, since the last Parliamentary 
Reform Bill in 1832, the .distribution of population had 
- -
.... 
,, 
~hanged, but there had been no change in the distribution 
of seats; one half' of tbe borough population had thirty-
. .J • 
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- -- " -·:"-._. ·-~-four seats, and ·the other· bal.f bad three hundred. ;i Tbe cab- . ' 
- ,.: -- . ! ·-
inet of the new prime minister, Lord John Russell, led by 
William Eo Gladstone 9 Chancellor or tbe Exchequer, intro-
·.,,,. __ duced a reforrn. bill of modest proport·ions., -but -tbe-~conser- ~--__ <__:_--·-----,-,- -
- -- -----·-·---~~~~-~~-- - ----
vatives tvitb Disraeli and the Adullamites at their bead 
opposed it and toppled tbe government in June, 1866. Rus-
sell was then· replaced by the conservative Earl of Derby 
· 31 
in whose cabinet Benjamin Disraeli was the chief 
1 
·power. 
While these· Parliamentary moves were transpiring, the 
. people were tending to express their desires in an unruly, 
often unlawful, fashion, These demonstrations upset Arnold 
a good deal as is evident from the letter cited above and 
from his repeated mentions of them in Culture and Anarchy. 
or course, this was hardly the first tirae England bad been 
disturbed by such eruptions, and one might wonder if Arnold 
were not being something of an alarmist. Yet if one is · \ 
- ---- - . - ~--------·-·-aware of the range and size of these demonstrations; and 
more importantly, if he realizes that Arnold saw them not 
-~------- ··-·----
as isolated phenomena but as increasingly dangerous mani-
festations of a pernicious popular attitude, and indeerl 
-.. 
.. . ~ used ·them to symbolize this in Culture and Anarchy, he will 
_________________ ~------·-------~.<>~ 1:>e b~sty in so characterizing him. 
,~-
Shortly aften the dissolution of Russell's government, 
on June 29, to be exact, a large demonstratio~ in favor of 
·rerorm was staged in Trafalgar Square.· About eleven thou-
sand people listened to speeches praising tbe reformmoYa-
... 
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· ----- - ment and denigrating its opponents. Tne-n about eight thou~ . ----- .. , 
·--- ~ -
sand of the listeners proceeded to Gladstone's house where 
~~~_their cheers were greeted with the servants' reply.tbat 
-
~-~--~--~~--·-_---_____ Gladstone was not at home;··- Fr-om there "r1ear·1y· tqE3 Whole----·- ----
. ' 
-- -- --
c ro'tv d removed to the Reform Club House whErre they again 
',.J 
cheered~ and then to the Carlton or Conservative C~ub where 
they hooted and groaned. As the crowd was dissolving short-
ly thereafter, some five hundred of its members turned to 
.. 
approach Lord Elcho 1 s residence but were pr_e_vented from do-
ing so by a cordon of police. Although the crowd was large 
and understandably noisysi the Annual _Register noted that, 
11 I>uring the -v1bole time these scenes were being enacted there 
were no stones or other missiles thrown, nor any indication 
whatever shown of a riotous character." 
32 . 
- Unfort~nately the so-called Hyde Park riots, whicb-
·Arnold reprehended-so vehemently in Culture and Anarchy, 
were not so harmless. Some three weeks after the meeting~ 
_in Trafalgar Square, the Reform League, presided over by 
Edmond Beales, gave notice that a political demonstration 
aimed at _the adoption of universal manho.od suffrage and the 
I 
secret ballot was to be held in Hyde Park on July 23. Such 
~ ~ .. . .. . . 
notification was hardly received joyfully; processions of 
/' t 
any sort which interfered wi tb street traffic were disap- - · · 
proved or; demonstrations in parks. were discouraged because 
..-", 
such areas were relt to be intended for public amusement 
only; and & ru 11ss meeting in--Hyde Park which was almost ex-
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elusively reserved for the recreation~and enjoyment or the 
· upper classes was unthinkable·. 
Basing bis actions on a precedent set several years 
---'b-e-:r-ore_, the Home See-re-t-ary of . t be Conservative government, 
.~.Horace Walpole, instructed the Connnissioner of the Police 
o~ the li.tletropolis to h·ave inserted in the nei-1spapers and 
posted about the town a notice that such a meeting t·Jas il-
1egal and that the park gates would be closed to it. The 
leaders of the Reform League committee, Beales, Bradlatigb, 
and a Colonel Dickson, decided to test the legality of the 
injunction and the strength of will or those who issued it, 
so they followed their original arrangements and for.med 
numerous processions of demon~trators which marched over 
-,,various <l~outes to Hyde Park. There is some little con-
. \ 
.fusion about bow t-be riot started., but in the main its 
. phases are clear enough. Finding the gates closed and the 
police within disinclin~d to open them at Beales• request 
r 
and strong enough to hold the~ against the mob!s trial -
rµsh, some of the leaders and a portion of the crowd ad-
journed to Tra~algar Square to hold a protest meeting. 
J.Iany of those who remained were of the di_sreputable and 
. 
. 
troublesome e·lement which such a movement· attracts. Ac-
.... 
• • .• 1 
cording to one historian, these people were ciing-ing to the -- -
park.railings _and bantering with the police inside in a 
good natured fashion wben a -.segment o:f the. railing gave 
way; the other-people, seeing tbe collapse, decided to. pull 
. -
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. 33 down the rest of the .fence. 
·-6' . 
' . 
Whether so charitable a con .. · 
struction can be placed on the beginld-ng or not, in a short 
time tbe----fourteen_ hundred- -yards of railing surrounding t be 
park had been thrown dow11, and the mob rusbed in. A number-
of scuffles with the police ensued in which rocks were 
xhrown and iron bars wielded. Tbe police were unable to 
control the crowd; substantial damage was done to the shrub-
bery and flowers within the park, and mob control or the 
-
··- ----
-
area was not entirely checked for several days tbereafter. 34 . 
.-·-- -----
.. 
It was during this melee that Alderman Wilson suf-
fered the ignominy which Arnold found so useful for satire. 
According to Arnold, Wilson was a Philistine Alderman of 
· the city of London and Colonel of the city's militia. Wil-
s.on's militiamen were present during the riot, but be re-
fused to allow thera to intervene because; "The crowd • • • 
was mostly comp~sed of fine healthy strong men, bent on mis-
C.J6.:,._·,- - _ . .., .. •~• --~ 
......... 
chief; if.,, be bad allowed his soldiers to interfere they 
might have been overpowered, their rifles taken from them 
and used against them by the mob; a riot, in fact, might 
have ensued, and been attended with bloodshed, compared 
with which the assaults and loss of property tha·t····actually 
· 35 
-~---a-ecurred cwould have been as -nothing." John Dover liilson 
in his prerace to Culture and Anarchy, humorously trying 
to mitigate these charges against bis distant kinsman, de-
·clares that the alderman was seventy-five years of age in 
1867, and had a fatherly attitude-··toi;rarcl b-is troops which . 
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prevented his jeopardi-zing their dignity and perhaps their 
safety in a skirmish with a disorderly mob of roughnecks 
who had the advantage of pumberso Would that this later 
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- cestor against the bruises that Arnold I s satire .c_ertainly 
36 
inflicted. 
In additidn to these incidents there was Bright's 
1 
speaking tour for ~arliamentary reform throughout the sum-
. -
• mer- and autumn of 1866,in the areas or Birmingham, Man-
-chester, Glasgow, and Leeds. Eacb---of these appearances was 
attended by crowds estimated between 150,000 and 200 9 000, 
who marched and demonstrated, and each received detailed 
....... ~:: ... "l~ . ..,,·f 
national press/c~verage.37 
Obviously the.country was burgeoning with expressions 
·-
of popular a.pproval for -~rliamentary reform. As proof' 
that Arnold was not the only English citizen disturbed by 
these occurrences, when Parliament returned in 1867, it was· 
prep·ared to act ?o_n the reform o:f the franchise. After the 
usual ~arliamentary maneuvering, ._ a reform bill finally be-
came law on August 15, 1867. In essence, the bill lowered 
the voting requirement, thus admitting about one"million 
. . 
. 
- mo_re citizens from the lower middle and lower classes to 
the privilege, and provided for some redistribution of' 
· -
-- 38 
representatives.- The ballot was not introduced until 1872. 
In view of. the number of citiz.ens still ineligible to 
-v~te~ one would hardly call this measure a terrifyingly='.raa1-·· 
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cal ·change; nevertheless, it did admit to the franchise a 
large segment- of the Engl-1.sh citizenry whose outlook and 
- ~ -- - - - . . 
~--~1s-.differed signif1cantly from those of the aristocratic 
_ ___or_ upper middle classes, and in this v~ay it pacified the 
~...:. 
c_ountryo When Culture and Anarchy was written, it was im-
. -
possible to determine what long range effects th~ passage 
of the bill would have on the country, and .Arnold did not 
indulge in prophecy. In fact, although he devoted much 
~pace to the circumstances surrounding tbe bill's introduc-
tion and passage., be bad little .to say about the bill it-
self. Yet one of' his few mentions of it in Culture and 
Ana.rchy deserves mention~·here: 
A new power bas suddenly appeared, a power 
which it is impossible yet to judge fully, 
but which is certainly a wholly dirferent 
force rrom middle-class Liberalism~ different 
in its cardinal points of belief~ different 
in its tendenci~s in every spbereo It loves 
and admires neither the legislation of middle-
class Parliaments 9 nor the local self-govern-
·ment of middle-class vestries~ nor the un~ 
restricted competition of middle~class indus-
trialists, ncir tbe dissidence of middle~class 
Dissent and the Protestantism of middle~class 
Protest~nt religion. I am not now praising this 
new force 9 or saying that its own ideals are 
better; all I say is tbat they are wholly 
different 0 39 
But, indeed, in the next few lines-he proceeded to offer a 
~ 
kind o:f off-band praise for this new force, the .Populace, 
by suggesting tbat it was moved to reject middle-class rule 
by a desire for sweetness and light. These words bring one 
-
_closer to tbe precise nature o:f ~be attitude which Arnold 
-----
was trying to inculcate. They are not the words or a super-
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• .• -~ # cilious aristoerat who repudiated reform; rather tbey·indi-
. 
_cate that their speaker was aware of the necessity of it, 
>but also aware that the methods used to ef~ect it were harm~ -
----~----- ~-- --- - -
---------'---
-
·-· ----- -.ful' to tbe country gl}d _that tbe nevJ force- it- created could--. 
.. ' 
. _,.. .,·. 
be equally soe But the tone is cautiously and remotely · 
optimistic because of Arnold's hope that.this class·migbt 
.. - 'l. 
be receptive to the spread of culture. ~ _' 
There was a certain irony attendant upon the bill's 
passage and its irrnn.ediate results which is relevant to 
Culture and Anarchy. The Liberal bill presented in 1866, · 
·· and rejected by ·the Conse··rvatives was quite moderate, not 
to say conservative, in its aims. In proposing his bill in 
i867, Disraeli was goaded by Gladstone into including mea~-
sures far more liberal than the previous· bill had contained. 
, .. 
The Parliament sitting at this time was liberal Whig. In 
1868, Gladstone, new bead of ~he Whig party because of Lord ·~~ 
/· Russell's retirement, forced Parliamentar~ ,consid~ration of 
the Irish problem, which bad long been of special concern 
to bim; his first desire w~s- tbe disestablishment of the 
Anglican Church.in Ireland. Disraeli, now prime minister 
at Derby's retirement, su£fered several reverses in Parlia- ~. 
-ment on the issue.and announced that a general election 
would be beld in the autumn or 1866, thinking that the voters .. 
.. 
gained by the passage of bis reform bill would certainly 
return a 6onservative majority. Much·to his chagrin the 
-----+-----"---~~ --Lib~_als_ scored a decisiye victory and took control in 1869, 
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with Gladstone as their prim~minister and a number o:r 
- -
· - ·7 ·· Liberal proposals in their brief' cases o 4o 
..... 
-:... As Arnold viewed "cbe social and political pictures, 
-
. ,_ ----------- --- -----
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~- - ----· ·-- - -
_ =:~ ~be~-- seeme<h_ a.bot through with anarchy, that is with disre-
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.. 
-gard .for ·societal unity or governmental direction. People 
were everywhere agitating, demonstrating. There were Mr. 
. . 
Murphy's anti-Catholic meetings and riots, the reform ·dem-
onstrations in London, the most alarraing of which was the 
Hyde Park riot, Bright's mass lectures in the provinces. 
And there was the Fenian lawlessness of which Arnold made 
., 
~ 
mention in Culture and Anarchy. Fenians, protesting the 
years of 111-trea-'Gment 1r1bich Ireland bad suf.fered at Eng-
lish bands, were creating a variety of disorders at this 
time, even going so far as shooting policemen:Jand at_1:;_~!1'.JJ~t-
. 41 
-ing to seize government arms- and supplies. But Arnold 
.did not fear Fenianism because the British were quick to 
42 
-act against it. Disturbances created by Englishmen( con-
cerned him far more because· they symbolized tbe spiritual 
anarchy that was loose in the land. The people who were 
1 
. / 
. 
demanding and demonstrating for their own individual goals · 
.were thinking hardly at all of tbe good of the whole state. 
-- ···--·· -·--· --· ~ -. - -
-- - - _____ _____..!t ___ ---
--
- ----
,. -
Indeed, these people were scarcely --thinking-- or evaluating 
I 
at all; they.were merely acting, precipitately and as if 
t·he accomplishment of their demands would s_et everything. 
- ---
~rig ht. We have already noted Arnold's belief that each 
... . ~ 
class was unable or unwilling to govern, in fact could not 
-------- . .,_ __ 
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govern because the other classes would not trust it. It is 
necessary to see the period in the scope and with the ·aepttl 
that Arnold saw it, to see classes struggling against classes-
0 
'\ 
. . -·- . 
·-··-···. ' 
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--- -
-~d· placing their __ f'ai.tb_ .. in_ some barely-·analyzed mechanical-----.-~----
:, 
- riile ~ in order to-- -appreciate the ·profundity in the simplicity-~·· 
of Arnold's answer: culture. 
_.r r 
·., 
Culture is best defined by Arnold himself in his out-
lining of the scope of C1..1l ture and Anarchy: nTbe whole 
scope of the essay is to reconnuend culture as the great qelp 
out of our present difficulties; culture being a pursuit of 
our total perrection by means of getting to know, on all the 
matters which most concern us 1 the best which has been 
thought and said in the world; and through this knowledge, 
t~rning a stream of' fresh and free thought upon our stock 
.... 
notions and habits., which we now follow s~aunchly b-q;t 
I 
I 
l ( 
mechanically, vainly 1_Wagining that there is a vir"tlle i-n ~-~--·. ~ . - - -,:,- -·-ir. "' .. :""' . __ ,, - ..... _,_ - ;;;'. - ·- . - ' 
''\_ 
following them staunchly which makes up for the mischief 
---- ---------~~.:-..__· -- -of following them mecbanically. 1143. A-s one examines tpe 
notion of culture and its various elements., be sees t.bat 
\- - . - -
- - .;:,. . - _,. 
. it provides a basic though simple approach to th-e problems 
of the period •. The development which it fosters is directed 
toward the harmonious perfection of the- individu~l. Avoid-
ing the improvement of only one p·art ·of' man's intellect or 
emotions., culture precludes the narrowness and excesses of 
the Nonconforinists. Culture produces a general perfection, 
mainta~~ing that no ·one-in the c~mmunity really improves 
• 
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unless the entire communi·ty undergoes improvement. Thus, 
-· ' it is opposed to the rat~onalistic view of society as a 
. -
collection of individuals seeking only their own better--____ - __ -
- - ---- - -· 
ment e It partakes ra~tber of the idealistic co·ncept of the 
j 
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state as an organic unity; tberef1 ore more state involve-
-
ment in the lives of its members is not -reprehensible but 
desirable. Furthermore, this perfection results from a 
free play of ideas; it is achieved through sweetness and 
light, beauty and intelligence. Culture cries out for a 
thoughtful exarriination of stock notions and demonstrates 
the poverty of a belief that any one rule, one law, or one 
reform will errect inevitably human perfection. And finally 
culture emphasizes selflessness. It c_ontends that by dis-
interestedly and intelligently examining, in the light of 
the twin goals qf individual perfection and the good of 
society, the problems before him, an individual can rise· 
·<, .. above his ordinary self to a "best self." When a ruler 
- transcends bis ordinary self, he will be able to legislate 
for the whole state instead of merely for bis own con-
. 44 
sti tuents. 
I 
Some clarification of the scope and limits of this 
'"\, ' 
concept of culture is provided by the contemporary and sub- .,. 
sequent criticism ·of it and by Arnold's attempts to show 
bow it could be applied. As might be expected, Arnold's 
attacks upon popular beliefs an~ institutions angered the 
press, and_ his criticism of the people themselves .evoked 
.; 
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bitter retorts •. Since -tbe chapters of Culture and Anarchy··-··----·-·----------,--:....;.-----·· .. ···-·······---·· 
.... ..------ . ... ~-.. -~,_ .. __ _.._,,.. __ ,_ ·-·~.. ~ 
•. 
.... I. • • 
were first written and published separately, some of these 
attacks were answer~d in the latter part of ~be book; in 
- . . 
-----· 
- -
--- fact, - parts of --t-be-book~~ccwere del~berate attempts to -cl--a:ri~.7'--Y:-~~~=-------
-----
-....._____ 
----- ---
. - 45-
aspects or culture which had been denigrated. 
.. 
The .four journals which attacked Arnold most consis-
tently and the names of which--f-o·und their way into the pages 
of Culture and Anarchy most often were the London Times, the 
. 
Daily Telegr,apq,., the _Morrl;ing Star, and the Saturday Review. 
The Times.was, as Arnoldts excerpts would indicate, gen~~-
ally a supporter of ~he established order with noticeable 
middle-class inclinations. -The Dailz felegrapb was a 
frequent source of amusement for Arnold because of its 
-· 
pedestrian, journalistic style. The Teleg~aph was the 
paper which had characterized Arnold as an "elegant Jere~ 
miah, 11 and he in return delighted in deriding its boast of -
having "the largest circulation in t be world.," and in scof-
.. 46 
fing at the "eruptio~s" of one of' its staff, G. A. Sala. 
The first chapter. of. Culture and Anarchy, ·ttsweetness and 
Light," originally delivered as Arnold's concluding lecture 
.. as Professor of Poetry at Oxford and published under the 
tit"le of "Culture and Its Enemies, 11 was probably planned in 
·-- -----·--···- -- -· 
-part as an answer to sorties made against Arnold by these 
two papers.47 The Morning Star was a publication hewing 
an extrefuely radical line; nothing more need be said to 
_ · ____ ---~~----~ account for its h.ostility to Arnold. PTbe Saturday Review~ 
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al-though rather Bentbamite in ideology, was, even in · Ar-
-
--
no l d's _view, a publication of some intelligence. Prio:r-to 
--~.---- -
----- - ------~~the se~ial p~blicat1-03? ___ of Culture and An,archy., the Review 
__ had expre-sse·d some sympathy r~tb=--t-be--posi··tion Arnold repre-
sented, but in 1867, it inclined toward the view that action 
D 
,"_. was n-eeded more than theorizing, hence its opposi ti·on to 
,- -
him. However, as Arnold's views gained acceptance and cur-
-
48 
rency, the Review became far less hostile to him. 
Although tbe numerous criticisms of Arnold and his 
pronouncements came from several differing points of view, 
with infrequent exceptions they tended to focus on what 
7they considered the fundamental features of' "culture," its 
nebulousness and its isolation from everyday reality. Tt-lo 
of the more prominent writers immortalized in Culture and 
Anarch~,launcbed this type or attack. The first was Henry 
------
Sidgwick, at tb··at time a young Trinity fellow and later 
a distinguished holder of tbe Chair of Moral Pailosophy at 
. 
Cambridge. In August, 1867, Sidgwick published an article 
in Macmillan's.Magazine entitled 11 Tbe Prophet of Culture. 1149 
S1dgwick 1 s accusations in this article were numerous, and 
\, . 
his reasoning, it must be admitted, was persuasive. His 
complaint was that though "there is much in it lthe first 
~ 
chapter of Cuiture and Anarcl1.ry,. t~bich was all that· bad been 
written at t ba·c time7 beautifully and subtly said, and illany 
fine glimpses of great t1-:,uths, it is, as a 1-1bole, ambitious, 
__ --~ __ vag_~-~-- ~ •.• over--amb_itious., because it treats of -the most. 
,,,. 
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.. -······-······-·--·····---- ___ ................. _profound ~nd dif'f'icult problems o~ indiv-idual and sooi·a1 
.,,. 
' 
life with an airy dogmatism that ignores their depth and · 
difficulty • • • vague • . • because .. when he employs -in-
-
~ · -definite ·terms be does not attempt to limit their indefirii--te-
ness, but rather 8.vails himself of it •.• Ji.SO Sidgwick tbe!l. · -
p.roceede-d at great length to point_ out the various incon-
~ ·· sistencies in Arnold's position which resulted from his 
. 
ambition, vagueness, and unrealistic idealism. Of course 
the latter chapters of Culture and Anarchy contain Arnold's 
. ·~ 
attempts to refute such of these criticisms which be felt 
erroneous. 
Frederic Harrison was the second major literary or 
journalistic figure whose objections found their place in 
Culture ,and Anarchy·. Harrison was an Oxford graduate whose· 
adoption 9f the positivistic philosophy of Comte and flight 
from the ·Anglican fold were followed by his strong allegiance 
-·to the_ cause of th~ working man. In the sixties be was one 
. of the leade-rs ·of' the ._movement for reform and one of the 
most energetic and yocal foes of men like Lowe, contending 
. / .. 
that rather ttian presenting a danger to the state., the 
j 
working classes were tbe only ones truly fit to rule it. 
__ .. "Our ·venetian Constitution," which Harrison bad published 
I ,J. 
·- . ::.~,'of-·-·--- - - -- ---
in March., 1867, in the Fortnightly Revie1r1, was an appeal f~r 
. 
~ 
- sweepi~g ?,arliamentary reform and a castigation of those 
who maintain that cultu~e belongs in th~ political arena 
rather- taan~in~belles-lettres~ In "Culture: a Dialogue,n 
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publ~isbe.d in November., 1867., in the same journal., Harrison 
executed a brilliant satire on culture using the same lit-
erary app!3,]??,_~~~s t~1bicb ~~!fe:>_J_d had employed in the porti·ons . _ 
--
•. of Frie11dsbip 1 s · Garlan·ds published immediately prior to 
--~ . 
bis work on Culture an£ Anarchz. Once again, in both tnese 
publications the major point was that culture, if it has 
any application, a possibility which is dubious since it is 
so ethereal, is valuable only in the realm of artistic ap-
preciation, not in tbe harsh, real world of politics.51 
One or two observations on these criticisms are in 
order here. The rirst point which must be made, or re-
peated since it was suggested above, is that with Culture 
and·Ana~chi and its critics one is confronted, as one com-
- l . 
mentator succinctly puts it, with "the age-old opposition 
between the life or action and the lire or thought in the 
context of' an industrial s~ciety. 11 52 Obviously this op-
position was the cause of much or the hostility between 
Arnold and his detractors,, .,and it must be conceded that 
.some one struggling with the difficult reality of day-to-
day political life might have found more than a little 
cause for taking umbrage at this wbite-cuf~ed critic who 
sat quietly remote from the din and pontiricated. 
But there is or1e curious note about most of' the cri ti-
. . ·, -· 
----._ __ -----_______ cism of bis position: nearly every critic attacks a system 
---- -----
which he -derives from Arnold 1 s writing. Everyone from 
Sidgwick., who objects to the inconS-istencies in Arnold• s 
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work-, to·a more recent critic, Leonard Woolf', who condemns 
Arnold for being one of the nineteenth-century thinkers who· 
. . ..... " 
108 
~ -- -· 
' 
initiated the intellectual trend which culminated in t-v1en_- -==---
- ---- --- -- - - - -- - - 5 3 - -- - .. 
_ - _ ti_etb-century totali t-ar~anism, scolds Arnold for his ~sys_-_ 
tem. But Arnold frequently asserted in Culture and Anarchy 
that be was not proposing a system; he was outlining an at-
0 
titude. Surely justice would dictate that critics pay heed 
to the contents of the work they are attacking. There is 
certainly an irony lurking somewhere in the situation. 
Arnold's basic reproach of his contemporaries was for their 
penchant for seizing upon one idea and making a rigid, 
mechanical system of it. Their attempts to refute him 
embody this very penchant. 
Throughout Culture and Anarchy· there was one funda-
_) mental idea: the need for intellectual re-analysis or all 
) 
.. . . - ...... ... -~~ . -
--- ~ - __ ..___ ____ ,_ -·~---- ---
. --··-- - ... _ ----
~---
- .. - - --
. ~ 
the stock notions held by people and the disinterested 
selection of a course of action based on the good of all 
the citizens of tbe country. Arnold bad no methodical 
system; be bad an attitude which he was trying to make more 
I 
widely accepted., Chapter ·six, "Our Liberal Practitioners," 
makes this point clear. Therein Arnold examined four 
Liberally-backed proposals usi,ng the method which he was 
advocating., 11 :Eiellenizing" as be called it$ alloiving a 
fresh stream of ideas to play upon these measures to dis~-------
cover their value • 
. /.The· fi~st proposal dealt with the Anglican C~h in 
~- ' 
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-Ireland. -Just as the demonstrations for refol'm bad coerced 
Parliament to attend to the problem, so the Fenian outbreaks 
.. 
--~-· 
of 1867, compelled it to examine the entire Irish question_ in- :._-----.- .. -
--
-
-
-------!..~---· - --· ·-~-~-· --.. -=1668. The- examina-tten-revealed a desperate need __ tor the cor-
"' . 
.. 
··- I-ii 
'' 
---- -
rection of abuses. The Anglican Church, the state church in 
. Ireland, was supported by funds collected from the entire 
--population of the country; yet~official figures indicated \ 
. 54· that only about one -native in eight was a raeinber of it. 
.,.. 
The situation was fast becoming insufferable, and the Parlia-
mentary concern led to a bill introduce·a by Gladstone and 
supported by the Liberals to the effect "!:bat it is neces-
sary that the Established Church of Ireland should cease to 
exist as an establishment, due regard being had to all per-
sonal interests and to all individual rights of property."55 
The bill passed Commons in May _but was subsequently thrown 
-~--· .. -- .. - .. __ ., ____ . ·----· - -- -.... 
out of Lords. The upsb·ot was the Conservative governinent' s 
·9 announcement that it would remain in office but wo.uld bold 
.. ' a general election in the autumn \"Tbicb would in e.ffect place 
' J ·-
· t·he Irish Church question before tbe···peo~ple. Such was the 
..• ,I•,• . ' •' •• •' ,. 1• ,• •· •·• ,, ,;_., ;_ ' ' 
. ,,·1 • ' . ' 
state of affairs when Arnold wrote. Afterward the election 
returned a Liberal majority, Disraeli resigned, Gladstone 
~6 ,, became prime minister, and '.tbe bill passed. 
Arnold's position regarding these preceedings was 
simplicity itself. He was well aiiare.. of the i~justice of 
the established church i_p _Ireland· and of the need of :tts 
,_,._: 
: --------_-_---~--.==l}e-i-ng r_e~oved: "Now it seems plain that the .pre_s_ent_ Church-. 
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establishment in Ireland is contrary to reason and justice·, 
in _so far as the Church- ·or a very small minority of people 
there takes for itself all the Church-property of the Irish_ 
~-People 4 n57 His objection to the Parliame_n.fa:ry_ actioIJ. was ~--_::_-==---~ ~=---~- -~ 
...__.__-~--~--t-ha t it ivas being done -for tbe 't11iro11g re-a sons and -in an U1];~-----
fortuna te manner. This was not to say that Gladstone and 
c,' 
-
· some of' the other Liberal leaders were improperly motivateq, 0 
but that the support t~ey received in· the House of' Commons 
came from the Nonconformist, middle-class members whose ob-
jectiob was not to the injustice being perpetrated upon the 
C Irish nation, but to the establishment of any church by the 
stat.e. Arnold contended that 'once again~the majority of 
. ' .. 
people were moved not by rationally considered convictions 
., 1 
but by mechanical cliches. As proof he cited the arguments 
the bi.11 was causing. The Nonconformists, in favor of the 
bill, were crying, naway.with Cb,urcb-establisbments." The 
, 
Conservatives, opposed to the bill, were charging that the 
disestablishment of the Anglican Church in Ireland was a 
step toward setting up the Roman Church. There was far more 
fl> C r 
emphasis upon such considerations than upon the need of 
bringing justice to Ireland. And, of course,· tbere was the 
• 
fact that in 1867, the Liberals were in favor of distributing -~·-· __ --
the land to the other churches when the established church 
was_dissolved., whereas in 1868, the idea seems to have been 
. -
forgotten, according to ArnoldL _bec.ause---t--ne Liberals knew 
-~----~ 
·· · ~---.-~--- that- they could not:- rely on Nonconf.ormist support if such 
,;;.::---·---~ --·_ ------~---=;-;...c=~=--~ . 
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a stipulat,ion were included. 
- .if 
• 
_ ... ---------· 
. • < 
A poll tician would argue that an expe·ctation of: p~re 
and ·ideal ·:motivation on the pa~t of every supporter of a · 
• 
-bill is absurd :as well as .futile,-=_and that the passage of a--=--------~--=--
----~----=====·===:---------~-----
- --- ·-- -- -- ---- -- -- -------------- _ .. ---- ---- -----·---------~~~~~-~ good piece of' legislation mor_e than compensates for some--
.. , 
-------
~--- - _ _-, ---
less than noble motivation. But Arnold was not a politician; 
he was an observer who saw an. undesirable attitude prevalent 
in his country. Sidgwick's- criticism that Arnol~mixed the 
ideal and the real was quite accurate but hardly condemna-
to~y. Arnold's goal was just that: to draw narrow-minded, 
selr-centered reality up a gradually inclined plane toward 
enlightened_, selfless idealism. To accomplish this goal he 
remained aloor from the political arena and Hellenized, at-
tempted to subject the stock notions to rational analysis. 
In the case or the Irish Church be sought to create instead 
of pinched seli'-interest, "a set ~9f sounder and more persua .. 
sive motives conducting·to a more solid operation." And be 
reasonably asked, 11 May not the man who promotes this be 
giving the best help towards find-ing some lasting truth to 
.minister to the diseased spirit of his time, and does be 
really deserve that the believers in.action should grow 
impatient with him?"59 
Arnold then considered a far less prominent Liberal 
' 
. ' 
measure, the Real Estate Intestacy Bill. This was intended 
) 
to prevent the land of a man whq died intesta-te- from going---- - =--_ -~--
to his eldest son as it would by the laws in er.feet. Al-
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· though the bill was actu·a1ly ·a halting :attempt· by the man
u-
- -, .,. I 
facturing middle class to undermine the aristocracy's vir-
tually complete possession or the land, i~s proponents pre-- ----- -- ~ 
. 
r 
=~~----~-~-=·-~·.l,,~"===·~ferrea to base it on an avow~dhelief in a nat.u
ral :L!i~--~~i~ 
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erty of their father. Arnold subjected this contention. to 
·his stream of free thought and concluded that be could dis-
-
cover no such absolute natural law. True, there are times 
when circumstances dictate certain courses of action, as, 
for example, at the fall of the Roman Empire the feudal sys-
tem and the right or primogeniture· were necessary to hold ,, 
-
society together, but as conditions change, so do the re-
61 
sponses they require. It is notable that one of Arnold's 
most sympathetic and. laudatory commentators, Charles·· Harvey,
 
accused him of inconsistency upon this point, "for at ~ 
later time be criticized the inequalities caused by the 
~ 
. 62 · 
existing system of inheriting property." But this is the 
-same erroneous, criticism wbr~h Arnold I s contemporaries w
ere 
making. Certainly toward the end of his life Arnold was 
. . 
more,outspoken regarding the social evils which result from ~ ... 
vast inequalities in the possession of land, but such a 
position was perfectly consistent_ with his ob~ervations in 
Culture and Anarchy. Arnold was requesting an unbiased, 
reasonable analysis of the situation. It would appear, be 
· ~:rgued, that tbe possession by tb~e aristocracy of nearly ~ 
· all the land in the country was harmful to soe-±e-ty-.~--'Pbe ·
 ·· 
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. . 
young aristocrats· were being corrupted by receiving; -tar· ·too 
early in tbeir lives, land and wealth which they had not ..; 
-
, earned. The rest or socie-ty was still. bo-lding this_ plass 
I 
as=:rt~idea~lr However.J toe remedY~was not~~a raw~motlvat~~--~===~- ~-... ; 
-
'~-
by"' class interest exalted into an absolute connnandn1ent, a 
lav1, furthermore, which would not accomplish the desired ef-
f'ect anyway because it.left the land owners completely free 
to make whatever sort of will they wished and came into 
operation only when a will was not made. Culture perceived 
tbe true character of such· a course of action and spurne.d 
it, preferring rather to work toward the creation of an 
< . 
atmosphere in which antiquated and pernicious aspects of tbe 
existing traditions regarding tbe -posQsession and transmission 
of land would become clearly evident to the aristocracy and 
an atmosphere in which they themselves would be inspired to 
take the pro12er steps to correct them. Once again Arnold's 
culture· did not- so much advocate a course of action as plead 
for a reasonable analysis of the actio~s already initiated 
in the light or certain ideals. 63 
The n~xt piece of Liberal legislation which Arnold con-
sidered was the bill to legalize marriage witµ one's deceased 
wife's sister. Although the measure was so insignificant as 
hardly to gain more· than a mention in detailed contemporary 
histories, and a+though it sounds·today like a tired joke, 
it was _a matter of religious and Parliamentary concern· from 
11135, when an act was passed .forbidding marriage within 
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--~certain degrees of consanguinity, which included union with 
_tbe sister of one's deceased wife, until 1907, when such 
·- 64 
- union was fjnally permitted by law. The particular in-
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-.,,-- ------- --------~--~tance of ·i_t_s_ap-pearance to i-1hicb Arnold referred- in Cultur--e.--
-------
,. 
• ' .. 
, and Anarchy ~as_it~ introduction by a Liberal member of the 
House of Comrnons named Thomas·Chambers; at this time, 1866, 
: 65 it was dereated. / 
y" 
-
Arnold's objections to the measure were two-fold. First, 
-it tended to intensify the Philistine's lack of delicacy, 
which was already egregious, by dulling his appreciation of 
the finer shades of feeling which should be present in mar-
riage. 
faulty. 
Secondly, the premises upon which it was based were 
,,,l' ;; 
The prohibition originally arose from an interpre-
tation or certain passages of the Book or Leviticus in-the 
Old Testament. Chambers and Hepworth Dixon were at this 
time maintain1ng that God's law, that is the Book of Leviticus, 
did not probibi t such a marriage; therefore it was pe-rmis-
sible and should not be illegal, Arnold 1 s 0 position was that.~. 
' . 
the Bible cannot be read in a vacuum. The Old Testament was 
./ 
written originally for an Eastern race in an entirely dif-
rerent age, and regardless of how much civilization is in-
debted to that race, it cannot accept every Hebraic custom 
without tJnsideration. Merely b~cause an action is not 
positively forbidden by scripture does not mean that in cer-
tain ages it might mt be against the dictates of re~on 
which is frequently as bindl.ng a form or God's law as the 
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. written word. -The instance is a minor one, and perhaps Ar-
nold's conclusions might seem qu~stionable; nevertheless,-
. :if -one __ viei-1s this bill. as a representation of two of' the 
_ll5-
' . 
. , 
,, 
.... --~-~ 
_worst aspects o:f the popular mind, its narrow, mecbanical~-·-----------~ 
. ~ . --··--- - ···-··---------~--
•? 
------~-----·- --
---~ 
.. 
\ 
4' 
__ ,.. .. 
approach to religion and it-s blind fait-b -in -the povrer --o~ 
.legislation, be can easily understand why Arnold selected it, 
and certainly the method advocated by culture, Hellenizing, 
is clearly evident in Arnold's analysis of the mental proc-
. 66 
esses of the bill's supporters. 
Tbe final topic upon which Arn0{d Hellenized was free 
trade. It will be recalled that in 1846, after public 
• 
demonstrations and sundry pressures, Parliament repealed 
( 67 
the Corn Laws. At that time it was believed that the re-
. peal would be to the benefit of bo·tb labore1"s and manufa<"c-
turers; the lower classes would have more food at lower 
rates, and the manufacturers, as well as having performed 
~p 
a humanitarian service, could increase their profits by 
. ~a 
lowering wages now·.tha·t--food was less costly. 0 · There is 
even little doubt that some of the manufacturers, like Jo~ 
- (.- . . 
Bright, wer~ sincerely concerned about the plight of the 
- 69 p·oor. 
l'--. ' 
Arnold's criticism of free trade was much less on ac- ~ 
count of the original intentions of its proponents than upon 
the results it bad produced since it had become lal-1. Obvi-
ously a belief in free trade was a manifestation of the 
rationalistic tradition of Bentham-and Smith; it rested upon 
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the conviction that natural laws govern the dist~ibution of 
I) . -
. 
·rood and manufactured goods and one cannot do more than co-
-operate i,rt th these la1r1s. lT~.fortuna tely - the belief ··in free 
-
------ -
-
- ---------~--.--- trade i"1as _inherently linked wi t_h several otber similar con~--~--~~-~-·-~-----~---:~-~--
victions, the two mos~. import~nt of which were the belief 
that English industry should be allowed to expand witbou~ 
any governmental limitation and the belier that the sizeable 
increases in population were divinely ordained. The result 
of the blind acceptance or these ideas was not; as Arnold 
pointed out, ttto make. the existing poor man's bread cheaper 
or more abundant, but rather to·create mpre poor men,,,to eat 
it.n70 Here again culture was in complete sympathy with· 
tbe avowed goal of the free traders, to improve the living 
, , conditions of the poor. However, the use· of the method of 
culture, the playing of an objective rational light upon 
t 
d 
the situation, revealed that not only had the pursuit of 
· 'free trade. not entirely achieved its intended, effects, but 
1·t had in fact become a part of' the middle-:class approach 
to ·11re which increased the numbers of the poor and.at the 
same time freed the middle class from any moral obligation 
71 
to hel.p. the. p.oor.. Culture ~econnnended, then, that sup-
.. 
posedly responsible people desist rrom hiding behind theories 
which tbey bad exalted to the status of natura--r· laws and 
which served ·'only .:to benef'it them. They must face tpe situ-
ation realistically by admitting that the only way to ef-
. f~otively decrease the number of poo~ peaple would- be --te-
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~top encouraging them to propagate when they cannot afford 
- . to support the children o As Ar1iold phrased it: 
Plain thougbts of this kind are sur&ly th~ 
spontaneous product o-r our ·consciousness-, 
~ when it is allo1-ved to play freely and dis_""'"! ___ ~-~~--------
u . - - . I 
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interestedly upon tbe actual facts of our ~--- - ~--- - -- --- I 
I 
'i 
.... ..:! 
--
- - -- - -
social condition, an-9 upon our steel{ .notions 
and stock habits in respect to ito Firmly 
grasped and simply uttered 9 they are more likely, one cannot but tb4nk, to better that 
condition, and to diminish our formidable 
rate of one pauper to every nineteen of us, 
than is the Hebraising and mechanical pur-
suit of rree-~rade by our Liberal friends.7 2 
Thus does this survey of the historical background of 
Culture and Anarchy tortuously near its conclusion. Hope-
fully, it bas provided some intelligible context in which 
that work may be viewed and a knowledge of some of the major 
figures, events, and trends citad· therein so that the student 
of the book may be better equipped to understand and to 
·evaluate it. If nothing else bas been achieved here, the 
author fervently hopes that some insight bas been provided 
into the p~culiar zeitgeist of the Victorian period out or 
which Culture and- Anarchy grew and against so much or which 
it was aimedj the zeitgeist compo.sed mainly o:f Nonconformity, 
industrialism, Jnd middle class insularity and resting upon 
a pronounced vein of rationalistic materialism. 
'· 
In Culture and Anarchy Arnold presented one basic 
ideological remedy for all the damage done by this material-
ism. The remedy was culture, the free play of ideas around 
the stock notions held so rigidly by pEi'ople. No attempt bas 
been made here to pres~nt a highly ramified and cri~ical 
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· analysis of' culture. Such was not 'the inten·t of the paper, 
and if it bad been, it would have been predestined to fail~ 
ure because Culture and Anarchy does not contain the matter .c 
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., 
for such an analysis" Tbe book rfl, ther outline~d an attitude, ~t,-· ~-·-
encouraged an approach to life in which the main elements 
,. 
w~intellectual vivacity and scope, explained this simple 
'Concept to a people sorely in need of it. Matthew Arnold 
- was neither a politician nor a rigorous philosophical 
~ · · thinker, and in Culture a·nd Anarch,:y: be repeatedly acknowl-
edged this fact. He was an extremely perceptive and intel-
ligent observer of his social scene who felt .dEfeply the -
need or spreading an attitude. For this reason he wrote 
-. ·•· 
Culture and A~archx. 
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ing excerpt from a letter to bis sister, Mrs. Forster, writ-
ten Dec. 20, 1867, gives indication of the depth of Arnold's-
concern: 
I f 
·--~~ .... _....,.... __ .. 
We ,are in a strange uneasy sta-te in London, and 
the profound sense I have long had of the 601-
lowness and insufficiency of our whole system 
of administration does not inspire me with much 
confidence in this or any probable Government's 
plan of meeting ito To double the police on 
duty and to call out special constables aeems 
~ :•·: 
ed. 
a strange ivay of dealing wi·tb an enemy who is 
not likely to cone in fo~ce into the streets 
and who really needs a good secret police to 
track his operations--this, and nothing else. 
·vle shall get through, and much besides we have 
in store, however, I hope and believe; but the 
amount o-r change and labour t"re have before us 
-is imme11se., and fe1v people, opening by degrees 
though their minds now are, can yet conceive 
it. It will be an ·amount o~ labor in propor-
tion to the clap-trap we have tried to pass 
- ~- off on ourselves and others for t~uth; and one: 
could hardly say more tban thato e • 
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